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Preface 
The work presented in this report is the result of two projects which were 
commissioned by the Swedish National Road Administration. The primary project 
was aimed to develop a method that could be used to evaluate passenger cars 
adapted to drivers with physical disabilities. The objective of the second project 
was to develop design guidelines for joystick systems utilizing control by wire 
technology for drivers with severe disabilities. Both projects were follow-up 
projects from proceeding with similar objectives. The “evaluation method” project 
had a second aim as being part of a PhD thesis by Björn Peters within The 
Graduate School for Human–Machine Interaction at the Division of Industrial 
Ergonomics, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Linköping University. The 
thesis titled “Evaluation of Adapted Passenger Cars for Drivers with Physical 
Disabilities” was presented 22 March 2004. 
 
Linköping, February 2005 
 
 
Björn Peters 
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Joystick Controlled Driving for Drivers with Disabilities. A Driving 
Simulator Experiment 
 
by Björn Peters and Joakim Östlund 
Swedish National Road and Transport Research Institute (VTI) 
SE-581 95  Linköping  Sweden 

 
 
 

Summary 
Four-way joystick systems for steering, braking, and accelerating are sometimes 
used to adapt cars to drivers with severe physical disabilities. Previous research 
has revealed problems with such systems, such as interference between lateral and 
longitudinal control, lack of feedback and time lags, which make these systems 
difficult to use and hard to learn. The behaviour of the car is difficult to predict for 
the driver while driving such systems. A driving simulator experiment was 
conducted with the aim to investigate alternative joystick designs. Yet another 
objective was to contribute to the development of a method that could be used to 
evaluate vehicle adaptations in terms of how well the adaptation compensates for 
the driver’s disabilities. Thus, four different joystick designs were developed and 
tested by varying two factors: the degree of interference between lateral (steering) 
and longitudinal (speed) control (coupled/decoupled) and force feedback to the 
driver (passive/active). Time lags were made similar to what is found in 
conventional controls (steering wheel and pedals) in standard cars. It was 
expected that decoupling and active feedback would provide better control, less 
workload and make it easier to learn to drive with a joystick. Sixteen experienced 
drivers with a spinal cord injury at cervical level (C4–C7) participated in the 
experiment. However, they were all inexperienced with joystick driving. The 
drivers were all paralysed in their legs and the majority had a degraded function in 
their arms and hands. The driving task consisted of both driving on a rural road 
and a double lane change manoeuvre. All subjects drove with all four joystick 
systems. A cognitive systems engineering approach was used to argue for time 
based safety margin measures as a tool to determine which design was superior. 
However, there were rather few significant differences revealed between the four 
joystick designs. Partly this could have been a result from the composition of the 
driver group. Even if the participants were diagnostically homogenous they were 
functionally diverse which contributed to a large variation in data. Thus, the 
analysis was done both for the total group and for two separate groups of equal 
size depending on their arm and hand function. It was found that decoupling of 
lateral and longitudinal control at least partly provided better control and less 
workload. This was specifically true for with drivers with better hand and arm 
function. Active feedback was also experienced as positive together with the 
decoupled control by the same group of drivers and provided them with better 
control during the lane change manoeuvre. However, the drivers with less arm and 
hand function were in more favour of passive feedback and it seemed like the 
active feedback forces were even disturbing to them. It was concluded that the 
feedback forces should be individually adjusted. The reduction of time lags 
(compared to systems available on the market) contributed to make it very easy to 
learn to drive with the tested joysticks but active feedback and decoupling did not 
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facilitate learning. Finally, it was concluded that a manoeuvre test should be 
included in an adaptation evaluation as it was considered to have a good potential 
to disclose insufficient adaptation. 
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Joystickmanövrerade bilar för förare med funktionshinder 
 
av Björn Peters och Joakim Östlund 
Statens väg- och transportforskningsinstitut (VTI) 
581 95  Linköping 

 
 
 

Sammanfattning 
Ibland installeras joysticksystem som används för att styra, bromsa och gasa i 
syfte att anpassa bilar till förare med grava rörelsehinder. Tidigare forskning har 
visat att det finns problem med sådana system, som t.ex. interferens mellan lateral 
och longitudinell kontroll, avsaknad av återkoppling och tidsfördröjningar, vilket 
gör att dessa system är svåra att använda och tar lång tid att lära sig. Bilens 
beteende är svårt att förutsäga för föraren. Ett experiment genomfördes i en 
körsimulator med syfte att undersöka alternativa joystickutformningar. Ytterligare 
ett syfte med försöket var att bidra till utformningen av en metod för att utvärdera 
anpassningar med avseende på hur väl de kompenserar en förares funktionshinder. 
Fyra olika joystickutformningar togs fram och testades genom att variera två 
faktorer: graden av interferens mellan lateral (styrning) och longitudinell (hastig-
hets-) kontroll (okopplat/kopplat) och kraftåterkoppling till föraren (passiv/aktiv). 
Tidsfördröjningar i systemet som testades liknade de som finns i konventionella 
reglage (ratt och pedaler) i standardbilar. Det förväntades att utformningen med 
okopplad styr- och fartkontroll och aktiv återkoppling skulle medföra att föraren 
hade bättre kontroll, blev mindre belastad och gav enklast inlärning. Sexton 
erfarna förare med traumatiska ryggmärgsskador lokaliserade till nacken (C4–C7) 
deltog i försöket. De hade emellertid ingen erfarenhet av att köra med joystick. 
Förarna var alla förlamade i benen och underkroppen och de flesta hade nedsatt 
funktion i armar och händer. Köruppgiften omfattade både körning på landsväg 
och ett manöverprov som bestod av ett dubbelt körfältsbyte. Samtliga deltagare 
körde med alla fyra joystickutformningarna. Utgående från ”cognitive systems 
engineering” argumenteras det för att tidsbaserade säkerhetsmarginaler är mått 
som kan användas för att avgöra vilken av de fyra joystickutformningarna som var 
bäst. Emellertid visade det sig vara ganska få signifikanta skillnader mellan de 
testade utformningarna. Delvis kan detta ha berott på testgruppens sammansätt-
ning. Även om gruppen i stort sett hade samma diagnos visade det sig att de var 
funktionellt olika (arm- och handfunktion) vilket bidrog till en stor variation i 
data. Detta ledde till att data analyserades dels för hela gruppen, dels när gruppen 
delats i två lika stora grupper med mer homogena arm- och handfunktioner. Det 
visade sig då att den joystickutformning som medgav att föraren kunde 
kontrollera styrning och hastighet oberoende (okopplat) av varandra åtminstone 
delvis bidrog till bättre kontroll av fordonet och mindre belastning. Detta gällde 
framförallt för de förare som hade bättre arm- och handfunktion. Samma grupp 
upplevde också att aktiv återkoppling kombinerad med oberoende kontroll var 
positivt och ledde till en bättre kontroll av fordonet vid manövertestet. Gruppen 
med sämre arm- och handfunktion var mer positiva till passiv återkoppling och 
det verkade dessutom som om den aktiva återkopplingen var störande för dem. 
Detta ledde till slutsatsen att återkopplingskrafterna borde ha anpassats till varje 
förare. Reduktionen av tidsfördröjningar (jämfört med de system som finns på 
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marknaden) bidrog till att göra det enkelt att lära sig köra med joystick men 
däremot verkade inte vare sig aktiv återkoppling eller oberoende kontroll av 
styrning och hastighet ha bidragit till att förenkla inlärningen. Slutligen 
konstaterades det att ett manöverprov med bl.a. ett dubbelt körfältsbyte borde ingå 
i en utvärdering av fordonsanpassningar för förare med funktionshinder eftersom 
ett sådant test bedömdes värdefullt för att upptäcka bristande anpassning. 
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1 Background 
1.1 Drivers with disabilities and adapted cars 
In Sweden there are tentatively between 15,000 and 20,000 cars adapted to drivers 
with disabilities (Peters, 1998). For a majority of these drivers the individually 
adapted car is the most important means to independent transportation. Being able 
to drive a car enhance not only independence but also quality of life. The ability to 
drive is also likely to have positive effects on activity, health, functional capacity, 
autonomy and decreased public expenditures in line with what has been suggested 
for elderly (Hakamies-Blomqvist, Henriksson & Heikkinen, 1999). Support for 
decreased public expenditures due to reduced demand for special transport 
services can also be found in a public investigation (Riksrevisionsverket, 1999). A 
Swedish survey among 1,038 owners of adapted cars (793 respondents; 76% 
response rate) revealed that of all distance travelled, 90 percent was carried out by 
car, mostly as a driver (77 percent) but also as a passenger (13 percent) 
(Henriksson & Peters, 2004). A majority of the drivers, 53 percent, used the car 6 
or 7 days during a normal week. The importance of being able to drive for theses 
drivers becomes obvious when compared to Swedish citizens in general who 
travel 65 percent of all distance in their own cars. 

Safety is a precondition for independent mobility. Safety requirements for 
adapted cars have lagged behind and there are very few standards worldwide 
against which adaptations can be assessed and approved (MAVIS, 2002). The 
need for an accreditation system has been emphasised both nationally (SOU, 
1994) and internationally (MAVIS, 2002; NMEDA, 2001). Such an accreditation 
could be step towards improved safety. However, drivers of adapted cars do not 
seem to be more involved in crashes compared to drivers in general according to 
the previously cited survey (Henriksson & Peters, 2004). About 10 percent of the 
respondents had been involved in an accident during the last 3.5 years. No serious 
accidents were reported as a consequence of technical problems with the 
adaptation, but the respondents described near-accidents and serious technical 
problems with combined hand controls for braking and acceleration. The Swedish 
National Road Administration (SNRA) has also identified problems related to 
adapted vehicles and particularly incorrectly installed equipment (Petzäll, 2002). 
A recent report from Motor Industries Research Association (MIRA) revealed 
braking problems with adapted cars (Curry & Southall, 2002). The results showed 
that several of the adaptive devices were unable to match the braking performance 
obtainable through use of the vehicles’ conventional controls. There are also 
people who give up driving because the adaptation does not correspond to their 
needs. The incidence rate is however unknown. There can be multiple reasons to 
give up driving, e.g. discomfort, malfunction, and lack of trust in either own 
ability or the adaptation. This work aim to contribute to increased mobility by an 
evaluation of the adaptation with the user. 

The process a driver with disabilities has to go through in order to get an 
adapted car is too often complex and time consuming (Peters, 1998). Unclear 
distribution of responsibilities between different authorities is one cause to this 
situation (Fulland & Peters, 1999). It can be difficult for an individual driver to 
know how to choose an appropriate car and the right adaptation. There seems to 
be a lack of independent support to these potential drivers. The adaptation of a car 
is a very difficult task which requires expert knowledge and long experience. 
There are probably several potential drivers with disabilities who should be able 
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to drive but they don’t succeed to complete the process, not just because their 
disabilities prevent them from driving but also because the complexity of the 
process as such constitutes an obstacle. 

The Swedish license regulations, based on the 91/439/EEC and addendums, 
states that a person with physical disabilities can only be allowed to drive under 
the condition that the disability can be compensated for by adapting the vehicle or 
by use of a prosthesis (Vägverket, 1996). The underlying assumption is that the 
driver with disabilities should be provided with an adaptation, which will allow 
him/her to drive just as safe as a non-disabled driver of a standard production car. 
However, no adaptation evaluation method, which can be used to verify that the 
compensatory requirements are fulfilled, is available and used today (Peters, 
2001c). This seems to be the case both nationally and internationally (Fulland & 
Peters, 1999). Thus, there is a need to develop and try out such an adaptation 
evaluation method. 
 
1.2 Adaptation evaluation 
An adaptation evaluation should cover a range of evaluation aspects (Peters, 
2001c). A first draft of an adaptation evaluation method was proposed in a report 
(Peters, Fulland, Falkmer & Nielsen, 2000). The proposed method addressed four 
factors of concern: 1. protective safety (crash worthiness), 2. preventive safety 
(driving performance), 3. comfort/discomfort and 4. trust. The evaluation was 
proposed to be carried out in five steps. Table 1 show what factors should be 
considered in each step. 
 
Table 1  The five steps included in the drafted adaptation method and four 
evaluation factors. The Xs indicate the factors that should be considered in each 
step. 

Evaluation step 
Protective 

safety 
Preventive 

safety 
Discomfort Trust 

1. Stationary vehicle no driver X    

2. Stationary vehicle with driver X  X X 

3. Manoeuvre test  X X  

4. General driving  X X  

5. Final evaluation (summary) X X X X 
 

The first step is aimed to verify the adaptation in terms of impact clearance, sharp 
edges, padding, etc. in case of a crash. This is technical inspection that could be 
done by the vehicle inspection. In the second step the same will be done together 
with the driver. The two next steps focus on the actual driving or in other words 
the driver’s control of the vehicle (i.e. manoeuvre test and driving on the road). 
The approach used in the current experiment focuses on these last two steps of the 
method i.e. preventive safety for joystick equipped car which is one of the most 
technically advanced types of adaptations. The research questions were derived 
from the results of closed track manoeuvre test with joystick-controlled cars 
(Östlund & Peters, 1999). 
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1.3 Joystick manoeuvre test on a closed track 
A manoeuvre test was conducted on a closed track with the aim to study lateral 
and longitudinal control of joystick-controlled cars adapted to drivers with severe 
disabilities (Östlund & Peters, 1999). The experimental group consisted of five 
experienced drivers with disabilities who participated with their own joystick-
controlled vehicles. The drivers controlled accelerator, brake and steering with 
single joystick of two degrees of freedom; back/forth and side to side. For a more 
elaborated description of the pros and cons of joystick systems see Östlund 
(1999). A control group of five able-bodied drivers performed the manoeuvre test 
with a conventional car. The results of the two groups of drivers were compared 
in order to detect possible differences in performance that could be attributed to 
functional differences between joystick and conventional controls. 

The test included the following three manoeuvres (1) firm and controlled 
braking on straight road, (2) firm and controlled braking in a narrow curve, and 
(3) double-lane change (see Figure 1). The driving path was marked with amber 
cones. The objective of the first manoeuvre was to study brake performance under 
low steering control demand. The second manoeuvre had the objective to study 
possible interference between braking and steering control. The objective of the 
double lane change was to investigate combined lateral and longitudinal control 
during a rather demanding evasive manoeuvre. The three manoeuvres were 
carried out at three different speeds (40, 45 and 50 km/h) and each test condition 
was performed several times and means from the trials were used in the analysis. 
Before the actual test the drivers were allowed to get used to the manoeuvres. 
 

 
 
Figure 1  The three manoeuvres included in the closed track test. Firm controlled 
braking on straight road (top); firm controlled braking in narrow curve (middle); 
and double lane change (bottom) o = Amber cones. 
 
The main results from the braking manoeuvres (manoeuvres 1 and 2) were that 
the joystick drivers had difficulties in performing smooth and controlled stops, 
corrections and unintentional changes in steering resulted in changes in brake 
force as well. Thus, interference phenomena between steering and brake control 
could be observed. This was not the case for the control group. The following was 
found for the double lane change manoeuvres: (1) The joystick drivers collided 
with cones in almost every try and for all speeds. The control group had no 
observable difficulties in managing the lane change in any of the three speeds. (2) 
Interference between steering and speed keeping was observed for the joystick 
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drivers e.g. steering corrections caused unintentional braking. Furthermore, the 
joystick drivers were unable to control steering with sufficient speed and 
magnitude. This shortcoming was probably due to a combination of driver and 
system limitations (time lags). The interference that was observed in the lane 
change manoeuvre and the brake manoeuvre in a narrow curve did not only 
depend on falsely-directed joystick movements, but also on joystick movements 
induced by body movements, in turn caused by car movements. An additional 
problem observed with most of the joystick drivers was when they reversed. In 
reverse mode the drivers controlled the accelerator and brake in the same way as 
when driving forward. Thus, when the drivers moved the joystick backward to 
accelerate their bodies moved forward and the decreased the acceleration. The 
result was a very jerky reversal motion of the car. The drivers were not in very 
good control of their cars.  

Some of the observed problems could possibly be attributed to the drivers’ 
disabilities e.g. lack of seating stability. However, the conclusions drawn were 
that main problem was design deficiencies of the joystick systems. 

In summary, the tested joystick systems seemed to have some design and 
functional flaws: 
• Time lags 
• Lack of feedback  
• Interference between lateral and longitudinal control. 
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2 A theoretical framework for the experiment 
Beyond the identified problems with joystick driving there was a need for a 
theoretical understanding of the problem domain. Thus, the experimental 
hypothesis, design and method used for this experiment were based on a 
theoretical framework which is described in this chapter. The experiment focused 
on the primary control of a vehicle equipped with a four-way joystick. Primary 
control includes steering, braking and accelerating. Thus, lateral and longitudinal 
control was integrated in one single control device – the joystick. The primary 
control devices are the driver’s principal tools to get to a desired destination and 
to get there safely. An adaptation evaluation addressing preventive safety should 
investigate if the adaptation allows the driver to drive with sufficient safety 
margins. 
 
2.1 Modelling driver behaviour 
Driving can be considered a cognitively motivated, regulated and controlled task. 
However, both perceptual and psychomotor abilities are required in order to carry 
out the driving task successfully. Driving a car is a task that dynamically can vary 
from a simple tracking control to an extremely complex task with high demands 
on the driver. The demands can change from very low to extremely high within 
less than fractions of a second. When the demands are low the driver will be able 
to plan and anticipate possible effects of control actions. The control of the car is 
carried out as a highly automated compensatory control. When the demands 
increase there will be less time to plan and anticipate, driving becomes more 
reactive and time becomes critical. Successful driving seems to require adaptive 
driver behaviour including both compensatory and anticipatory control. Time 
seems to be a critical factor for the outcome of driving behaviour. 
 
2.2 Servo-control models 
Servo-control models were developed to describe the behaviour in continuous 
tracking tasks (Michon, 1985). This type of model has been used to describe 
compensatory steering control on roads with varying curvature and for evasive 
manoeuvres. McRuer et al. (1977) questioned this way to model steering 
behaviour, as it did not consider the anticipatory steering control which seems to 
be needed in order to understand skilled driving behaviour. McRuer et al. (1977) 
proposed a widely recognised three level servo-control model of drivers’ steering 
behaviour (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2  A three-level servo-control model of steering (from McRuer et al., 
1977). 
 
They first of all distinguished between compensatory and anticipatory control. 
The compensatory steering control is shown in the lower part of Figure 2 as two 
closed feedback loops. The lateral position is fed back and compared to the 
desired path and if there is a deviation it will result in an error correction action 
which is compared to current heading angle and eventually result in a steering 
wheel correction if needed. Anticipatory control is used to aim at where we are 
going while the compensatory control is used to check-up and fine tune control 
performance. Anticipatory control is an open loop control, depicted in the as 
pursuit control in Figure 2. The perceived road curvature derived from visual 
input guides the pursuit control. Pursuit control is an open-loop feed-forward 
control element which permits the driver to follow the anticipated road curvature. 
Visual perception is a primary source of information for both feed forward and 
feedback control (Land, 1998).  

An interesting third concept in McRuer’s model is the precognitive control, 
which in practice is a first phase of dual-mode control, i.e. both open and closed-
loop control (upper part of Figure 2). Precognitive control consists of previously 
learned control actions, which are triggered by situation and vehicle motion but 
work as pure open-loop control. The three control mechanisms are used 
sequentially or in parallel as in dual-mode control (McRuer et al., 1977). The 
described servo-control model can partly be used to describe adaptive driver 
behaviour.  

In view of McRuer’s et al. (1977) model steering can be considered in terms of 
output as either a position, velocity or acceleration control system (Jagacinski & 
Flach, 2003). If tire angle is considered to be the output then the steering system 
can be approximated as a position control system with a gain given by the steering 
linkage. While, if heading angle is viewed as the output then steering can be 
considered a rate control system. In this case the gain is proportional to the 
velocity of the front wheels. Finally, if lateral position is considered the output 
then steering should be viewed as an acceleration control system. If so then the 
effective gain between steering wheel angle and lateral position is proportional to 
the square of the velocity. This shows that lateral and longitudinal control of the 
car is not independent but very much entwined. 
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Michon (1985) cited Reid (1983) who concluded that the servo-control model 
described above cannot successfully cope with driver tasks other than following 
straight and smoothly curved roads. The model needs to be better integrated with 
the guiding visual environment as described by e.g. Gibson (1966). Michon 
concluded that “The two fields – perception and vehicle control – are still lacking 
a theoretical integration. Combining them would constitute a major 
breakthrough,…..”. 
 
2.3 A perceptual view of driving 
Driving is motion in both time and space. The task of driving a car can be viewed 
as similar to walking – moving from one point to another without crashing into 
other objects. The car can be viewed as a tool, which can make motion in a field 
of space and time much more effective compared to our own ability to walk or 
run. This tool view was proposed by Gibson and Crooks (1938). Gibson and 
Crooks focused mainly on visual aspects of driving even if they clearly stated that 
driving performance does not only depend on visual perception but a range of 
other senses (e.g. auditory, tactile). They described driving as a task of controlling 
the car within the “field of safe travel”. They defined the field of safe travel as “an 
indefinite bounded field consisting, at any moment, of the field of possible paths 
which the car may take unimpeded”. It is an imaginary dynamic area in front of 
the vehicle with a shape of an outstretched tongue (see Figure 3). Obstacles in the 
terrain mainly determine the boundaries in the field. In this view, time and space 
seems to be critical aspects to consider when modelling driver behaviour.  
 

 
Figure 3  The concept of field of safe travel (from Gibson & Crooks, 1938). 
(Published with permission from The American Journal of Psychology.) 
 
Gibson applied a perceptual view in his model of driver behaviour. This 
perceptual view of driving was criticised by e.g. Neisser (1976) who argued that 
seeing is not just perceiving but also interpreting and understanding on a 
conscious level. Thus, cognitive aspects of driver behaviour need to be 
considered. Neisser (1976) meant that we need a cognitive model of the world, 
which will guide our visual perception. Neisser (1976) further meant that it is not 
just perception but also control (interaction with the context) that works in this 
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way. He wrote that in order to control a system the controller has to have a model 
of the system to be controlled. The importance of a control-guiding model can 
also be understood in the light of “The law of requisite variety” (Ashby, 1956). 
The “law of requisite variety” says in principle that the variety of the controller 
should match the variety of the system to be controlled. Thus, the controller’s 
understanding of the system to be controlled will determine the actual control 
actions and thus, task performance. 

 
2.4 The cognitive control cycle 
Hollnagel (2002a) described a cyclical model of control based on the principles of 
Neisser’s perceptual cycle (Neisser, 1976) but included action and control. Driver 
control behaviour can be described as shown in Figure 4 which has been adapted 
from Hollnagel’s cyclical model of control. The control cycle can be divided into 
three phases: perception, decision and action. However, Hollnagel uses other 
words. The control cycle is cognitively initiated by the driver and depicted in the 
figure with an arrow coming out of the driver’s head. The driver’s mental model 
of how to control the vehicle guides the search for information about the current 
situation during the perceptual phase. The perceived situation is compared to a 
reference value determined by the driver. This comparison is followed by decision 
which will be based on the difference between the reference value and current 
situation, i.e. the error (in control theory terms). The aim is usually to minimise 
the error. The decision determines the selection of the action to be carried out in 
the following phase. This action influences the environment depicted by the 
outward arrow. Once the action is carried out the driver searches and perceives the 
effect of the action together with possible external disturbances and the circle is 
closed. The result of the action phase is also fed back to the driver in the sense 
that it might change the driver’s mental model of the system under control. 

The control mechanism described above can be illustrated as follows. The 
driver wants the car to move forward (the reference value), but observes that the 
car is standing still thus makes a decision to accelerate based on the difference 
between the wish to move with currently stationary vehicle. The car starts to move 
and the driver update the reference value and the loop starts once more. 
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Figure 4  The cognitive control cycle adapted from Hollnagel’s (2002a) 
Contextual Control Model. 
 
The three phases are described as three distinct entities but in reality the phases 
might be overlapping and not as separated as might appear from the figure. 
However, in principle the three phases are different in character. Furthermore, the 
control described by the control loop can be more or less automated in the sense 
that the driver is not aware of the decisions made. Thus, the depicted control 
model can be used to describe different levels control ranging from micro-level to 
macro-level. This model of driver control also provides a foundation to capture 
the dynamics in driving e.g. compensatory closed-loop and anticipatory open-loop 
driving in a slightly different way compared to McRuer’s (1977) model describe 
earlier. This will be discussed in following section. 
 
2.5 Time and control – time based safety margins 
Time constraints can be incorporated in the cognitive control cycle (Hollnagel, 
2002b) discussed above. Driving is motion in time and space. Thus, speed, road 
geometry, obstacles in the field of travel, sight conditions among a range of other 
factors determine the time the driver can use for the control cycle. This time is 
labelled Tu (usable time). Hollnagel divided the control cycle in three different 
phases: perception, decision and action (see Figure 4). The times needed to carry 
out these phases are labelled Tp, Td, and Ta respectively. In “normal” driving Tp + 
Td + Ta is less than Tu (see Figure 5). 
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Tu= total usable time  
Tp= time needed to perceive 
Td= time needed to decide 
Ta= time needed to act 

 
 

Figure 5  Time and control in the cyclic control model (adapted after (Hollnagel, 
2002b)). 
 
Tu will be much greater than (Tp + Td + Ta) during anticipatory driving but if the 
usable time decrease (e.g. with higher speed) driving becomes more and more 
compensatory and if the total usable time is not sufficient performance will start 
to degrade. The control becomes more erroneous or sluggish and oscillatory 
(Jagacinski, 1977). Reducing speed is a way to gain time and maintain or regain 
control. The model also depicts that the cause of deteriorated performance can be 
that any of the three phases (or combinations): perception, decision or action takes 
too long time and causes an overflow. All three phases communicate in the sense 
that if one phase requires less time there will be more time for the other two 
phases and vice versa. 

Considering the view presented above time constraints are critical components 
of driving behaviour when determining the driver’s safety margins. Closely 
related to this is the concept of uncertainty. The driver will try to minimise 
uncertainty in order to maintain pace control and safety margins. Uncertainty and 
lack of anticipation will make drivers vulnerable to accidents. 

The time concept in the control cycle described above can also be applied in 
vehicle adaptation evaluation. For example if the adaptation does not provide 
sufficient feedback to the driver, then extended time might be needed to perceive 
and evaluate system status. Remember that driving performance is not just 
dependent on visual perception as we use a wide range of sensory input for the 
control, e.g. force feedback in a joystick lever. Secondly, prolonged time for 
selection of correct action can be caused by control interference e.g. a coupled 
lateral and longitudinal control function. If the joystick does not guide the driver 
to the right action then the driver is likely to need additional time to select the 
right action. It might even turn out that the driver has to make an “incorrect” 
action (e.g. make the car slip) in order to achieve information of system status. 
Feedback gained by such incorrect actions can provide valuable information that 
can help the driver to improve performance. Weinberg (1979) described this as the 
fundamental regulator paradox. In control theory, the problem of balancing the 
need to reduce error and the need for information is called the dual control 
problem (Flach, 1999). Finally, the driver might have to deal with time lags in e.g. 
the steering control. As an example, if the driver can move a joystick lever faster 
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than the steering system can react then it will be very difficult for the driver to 
predict vehicle behaviour. Similar but different time lag phenomena can be found 
with some manual brake controls where the lack of force in the driver’s arm has 
been compensated by longer travel path of the control lever. This is a problem that 
was identified in a recent manoeuvre test with adapted cars (Curry & Southall, 
2002). The problems described above concerning vehicle adaptation can of course 
not be attributed to timing problem in just one phase of the control loop but rather 
as a result of a complex interaction. However, what becomes clear with the 
cognitive control model is that there might be multiple causes to erroneous 
control: wrong perception, wrong decision, and wrong action. Wrong means in 
this case violation time constraints, incorrect, incomplete etc. Beyond this, the 
driver might also use an incorrect reference value. 

Time is obviously a very critical aspect for successful control as seen from the 
examples above. In order to safely control the vehicle the control has to be carried 
out within the time limits given by e.g. speed. Safe driving means that the driver 
can maintain sufficient safety margins. The concept of safety margins (compare to 
Gibson’s “field of safe travel”) can be used to explain, at least partly, accident and 
incident causation. In-depth accident studies have shown that late detection is a 
very common explanation given for collisions (Rumar, 1988). Late detection can 
be described as violation of safety margins. But also degraded control can be 
described in terms of insufficient safety margins. Time based safety margins have 
been proposed and applied by several researchers (Godthelp, 1984; Summala, 
1985; Rumar, 1988; Ranney, 1994; van Winsum, 1996 and van der Hulst, 1999). 
The concept of time based safety margins was investigated in the current 
experiment in the form of TLC (Time-to-line-crossing), TTC (Time to collision) 
and TH (Time headway) measures. 

Measures of time based safety margins will only provide an indication of the 
outcome of the driver’s control of the vehicle. This might be sufficient for a 
comparative evaluation of different adaptations and tell if one adaptation is 
superior to another. However, it will not reveal how a specific design influences 
the control cycle i.e. what are the “true” causes why one adaptation might be 
superior to another. For example lack of feedback can affect the driver’s 
perception, decision and action and beyond that also the drivers understanding of 
the control and thus the determination of the reference value. It seems like it 
would be quite difficult to formulate hypothesis that can used to verify the 
cognitive control model under free driving conditions. However, that was not the 
reason why it was included here. The model was included to illustrate how the 
driver’s control might function and that there are multiple abilities involved in 
successful control. We are only interested in the actual outcome of the driver’s 
control in terms of safe driving. But driving is not just controlling the vehicle so 
let us move on. 
 
2.6 Driving as a hierarchically structured behaviour 
Michon (1985) claimed in his review that the lack of progress in driver behaviour 
modelling at that time emerged from the failure to consider results from cognitive 
psychology. Thus, he advocated the idea of a hierarchical control structure. 
However, he was not the first one doing so Allen et al. (1971), McRuer et al. 
(1977) and Janssen (1979) had already described driving as a hierarchical 
structured task with strategic, tactical and operational components demanding 
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different levels of driver control. At the strategic level, the driver is concerned 
with tasks such as planning the journey, selecting the mode of transport, and 
choosing a route. At the manoeuvring level, the tasks concerned include 
overtaking, giving way to other vehicles, and obeying traffic rules. At the control 
level, the driver is concerned with controlling the vehicle, e.g. controlling speed, 
following the road, and quite simply keeping the car on the road. There is a 
communication between the three levels where goals and criteria are defined at a 
higher level and the outcome of lower levels modifies goals at a higher level. 

Given the hierarchical description of the driving task it should be matched to 
actual human behaviour. Human control structures are highly flexible and highly 
dependent on practice and experience. These structural aspects of human 
performance were addressed in the hierarchical SRK (Skill-, Rule-, Knowledge-
based behaviour) model developed by Rasmussen (1986). Rasmussen identified a 
number of cognitive functional elements organised in a three-layered structure. 
The model discriminates between skill-based, rule-based and knowledge-based 
control. 

The hierarchical control model takes into account both the task structure and 
the human control structure by combing the two frameworks mentioned above 
(Ranney, 1994). For example Michon (1985) combined the SRK behavioural 
model with a hierarchical structure of the driving task and compiled a matrix that 
has been used to e.g. explain driver behaviour and to identify driver support needs 
(Michon, 1993; Nilsson, Harms & Peters, 2001) (see Table 2). 
 
Table 2  A hierarchical control model considering both task structure and human 
control structure (Ranney, 1994). 

Driving task levels 
 

Strategic Level Manoeuvring Level Control Level 

Knowledge-
based 

Navigating in 
unfamiliar area 

Controlling skid Novice on first lesson

Rule-based 
Choice between 
familiar routes 

Passing other 
vehicles 

Driving unfamiliar 
vehicle D

riv
er

 b
eh

av
io

ur
 

Skill-based 
Route used for daily 

commute 
Negotiating familiar 

intersection 
Vehicle handling on 

curves 
 
2.7 The joint system view – Control theory and Cognitive 

systems engineering 
Control theory or cybernetics (Weiner, 1948) is a general theory aimed to 
understand self-regulating systems (Carver & Schreier, 1982). Closely related to 
cybernetics is the General Systems Theory (GST) (Bertalanffy, 1968). What is a 
system? A system is an abstract construct used to identify the focus of interest 
(Jagacinski & Flach, 2003). The system is sometimes contrasted to the environ-
ment. A system typically refers to the phenomenon of interest and the environ-
ment to everything else. When there is a sharp boundary between the system and 
the environment the system is considered as a closed system. In this case the 
environment does not influence the system or it can be disregarded. In a closed 
system the control is well defined and deterministic. This closed systems view 
have been applied in human information processing models when the controller 
(e.g. driver) is considered as a closed system and the controlled object (e.g. car) 
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belongs to the environment. However, the demarcation between a system and the 
environment is often not that sharp. Or rather there are phenomena that cannot be 
explained with this closed systems view. This is specifically true when concerned 
with behavioural and biological sciences where the relationship between an 
observer/controller and the environment seems to be of prime importance in order 
to understand complex phenomena like behavioural adaptation. When the 
demarcation between a system and the environment is floating or vague the 
system is considered to be an open system. In open systems the relations between 
the system and the environment play an important role. All socio-technical 
systems can be viewed as open systems (Flach, 1999). 

The systems view approach applied in cybernetics and GST distinguishes itself 
from the more traditional analytic approach by emphasizing the interactions and 
connectedness of the different components of a system. This view is also applied 
in CSE (Cognitive Systems Engineering). Thus, considering CSE driving 
behaviour would be a result of a joint system (driver-vehicle-road-traffic etc.) 
performance rather than internal cognitive processing (Hollnagel, 2002a). The 
ECOM (Extended Control Model) was developed by Hollnagel in order to 
consider these aspects of joint system control.  

Hollnagel (2002a) characterised in short the four levels in ECOM as follows. 
The basic level controlling includes activities needed to keep the vehicle within a 
time-space continuum with rather tight time limits. Control on this level is 
performed in an automatic compensatory manner. Activities at the next level, 
regulating, also concerns vehicle control but in a more anticipatory manner even 
if the regulating control is basically carried out as closed-loop control and thus 
needs little attention. Activities on the next level, monitoring, includes e.g. 
monitoring vehicle travel path, monitoring instruments, looking for road signs. 
These activities are conducted in a more open-loop manner and could be 
compared to McRuer’s pursuit control. Monitoring does not include closed-loop 
vehicle control but rather concerns the joint driver-car system relative to obstacles 
in the driving environment. At the top level, targeting, the driver will e.g. 
prioritise among short-term and long-term goals. The goal decision at the top level 
will lead to sub-goals and activities, which can be performed at a more automatic 
level. The main advantage of the ECOM in comparison to hierarchal control 
models is that the different levels are connected. For instance goals are determined 
at higher levels and applied at lower levels and lower levels provide feedback to 
higher levels, e.g. the long-term goal of getting to the destination under time 
pressure can change the goals on higher levels. It seems like the ECOM can be 
used to analyse and better understand how different disabilities can influence 
driving performance and thus be used to develop a useful adaptation evaluation 
method. 

The idea to consider driving as a cognitively initiated and driven task can be 
interpreted from the driver’s point of view as a task passing through hierarchical 
levels going from cognitive to physical control. With this in mind it is possible to 
organise the four control levels in ECOM as control starting with the top level of 
control targeting as an inner control loop then the following control loops (i.e. 
monitoring, regulating and controlling) can be viewed as concentric circles with 
increasing diameters (see Figure 6).  
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Figure 6  An extended control model adapted after Hollnagel’s Extended Control 
Model (Hollnagel, 2002a). 
 
Thus, the lowest level of control will be an outer circle representing the physical 
interaction with the interface to the vehicle or support system. Control goals are 
determined in inner control loops and applied next outer control circle. This goal 
flow is for simplicity represented by just one outward bound arrow even if there 
should be several arrows leading from one loop to the next outer loop. In a similar 
manner, feedback used to modify and supervise the control is feed back from 
outer control loops to inner control loops here represented by one inbound arrow. 
The interaction between the driver and the physical environment is represented by 
the two arrows at the bottom of the figure. 

The model described in Figure 6 can be extended by applying a cognitive 
systems engineering view (Hollnagel, 2002a; Jagacinski & Flach, 2003) in order 
to consider the system to be controlled. This means that consecutive levels will be 
added outside the control loop representing e.g. support system, vehicle, road, 
traffic etc. This means that we have an open hierarchical system and closed 
control loops that are connected (Jagacinski & Flach, 2003). The described model 
can be used as a general theory that to describe driver behaviour and relate the 
behaviour to the task. 
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3 Adaptation of the primary controls  
The ordinary primary driving controls in a standard production car, i.e. steering 
wheel, accelerator and brake pedals, are designed in a way that they provide 
feedback to the driver. This feedback can be e.g. counter-forces in the steering 
wheel when driving in a curve. This kind of force feedback is used more or less 
unconsciously by the driver together with e.g. visual feedback in order to control 
the car. Both pedals and steering wheel can provide other information to the driver 
e.g. road texture, friction. Steering wheel and pedals are designed for a rational 
distribution of the manual control task on the driver’s hands and feet. For instance 
using both hands and feet will facilitate independent control of speed and steering. 

However, there are some drivers with severe disabilities who cannot drive 
using conventional car controls. There are those drivers who need very advanced 
adaptation in order to drive e.g. approximately one percent of adapted cars in 
Sweden were estimated to have electronic and/or hydraulic steering adaptations 
(Henriksson, 2001). The objective with these adaptations is to at least provide 
drivers with disabilities with the same level of preventive safety as drivers of 
standard cars. Or in other words their disabilities should be fully compensated.  

The emerging control-by-wire technology in cars provides a potential to 
develop car controls which can be used to compensate for even severe disabilities. 
However, the coin has two sides. As seen from the previously discussed 
manoeuvre test there can be some problems e.g. time lags, interference, 
insufficient feedback when introducing advanced adaptations like joystick control 
systems Koppa (1980) identified some potential problems related to joystick-
controlled cars for drivers with disabilities e.g. the need for closed loop control. 
Thus, there is a need to provide guidance for the technological development by 
identifying possible problems and specifying technical requirements based on user 
needs. The current experiment was set-up with this in mind. 

Let us go back to the problems identified in the previously discusses 
manoeuvre test (Östlund & Peters, 1999) with joystick drivers. The observed 
problems were: 
• Time lags 
• Lack of feedback  
• Interference between lateral and longitudinal control. 

 
Time lag problem had to be handled by the drivers on a high cognitive level and 
in an anticipatory way. In ECOM terms this means that this problem had to be 
dealt with on a targeting and monitoring level. The drivers had to plan how to 
move the lever in order to compensate for the time lags and maintain control in 
the double lane change. It is very difficult to model time lags and a correct 
guiding model requires a lot of experience and training. The lack of tactile feed-
back when braking was something that mainly influenced the activities at the 
lowest ECOM level, controlling. The drivers were not able to adjust the force 
applied on the brake lever in order to make a soft stop. It can be speculated that 
the feedback they experienced, as whole-body g-forces together with the visual 
cues were not sufficient for the regulation of the brake control function. Finally, 
the interference problem mainly affected the activities on the regulating and 
monitoring levels. The drivers probably had a mental model of how their joysticks 
worked but it was not sufficient in order to know what direction to move the lever 
in order to brake without affecting steering control. They had to regulate and 
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monitor their control actions closely in order to adjust the joystick motion. This 
type of manoeuvre needs to be carried out at least partly as an anticipatory control.  

So what can be done to resolve the identified problems? In order to know this 
we need to understand a bit more about the mechanisms behind the observed 
problems. What seems to be critical is that the driver has a correct understanding 
of how the system works. The law of requisite variety seems to be relevant to 
understand this problem. A guiding principle should be that there should be a 
consistency between control command and system reaction at all times. Thus, it is 
crucial that the car reacts in accordance with the drivers’ expectations. The 
steering system in a conventional car has virtually no time lags and the steering 
wheel gives the driver an accurate steering control i.e. a specific steering wheel 
angle results in a corresponding front wheel angle. Time lags from the driver’s 
point of view means that the driver will be able to move the joystick lever faster 
than the front wheel angle changes. The time lags stem from e.g. low pass 
filtering of steering commands and limitations in hydraulic and electronic 
components. These deficiencies make it very difficult to learn how to use these 
kinds of systems, and even an experienced driver has difficulties when performing 
a manoeuvre test (Östlund & Peters, 1999). It is well-known that humans find it 
difficult to control systems with time lags like e.g. big ships and even process 
control system (Wickens, 1992).  

A joystick’s range of motion is approximately ±20 degrees which should be 
compared to an ordinary steering wheel which can be rotated 3.75 turns or approx. 
±680 degrees. Thus, there is a great risk that joystick steering becomes very 
sensitive. Furthermore, steering should be easy to control (require little effort) but 
at the same time be sufficiently stable. Joystick systems can easily be designed to 
require little effort so that is no problem. However, a system that requires little 
effort can be tiresome to control as it might require continuous attention 
specifically when being sensitive (Verwey, 1994). The stability requirement can 
be exemplified with a situation in which a large steering impulse is given and then 
the driver releases the steering control. In this case the car should rapidly regain 
stable course and not get into self-induced swerving. When controlling a 
mechanical system directly force feedback is present. Force feedback is usually 
transmitted to the driver via the steering wheel in a standard production car. 
Active feedback is an artificial feedback based on system behaviour and reactions. 
The intention is to feed back the output of a control action (see also the servo-
control model described in Figure 2). Active feedback is mainly realized by 
electronic servo units. Passive feedback is actually not feedback at all since it does 
not feed back any dynamic information of system behaviour. Passive feedback 
usually means that spring and dampers are used to make the joystick lever return 
to neutral central position if released. As soon any dynamic system information is 
added to the model, the feedback becomes active. Force feedback reflecting true 
system behaviour facilitates control performance and learning (see e.g. (Korteling 
& van Emmerik, 1998; Merhav & Ya`cov, 1976; Tunberg, 1991)). Finally, if 
steering and speed control is combined in a single control – e.g. a joystick, then 
there is a risk that steering commands will interfere with speed control, and vice 
versa. This problem should be addressed by distinctly separating steering from 
speed control so that different muscle groups controls each function. Still it should 
be possible to design a joystick system with which both speed and steering could 
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be controlled using one single control device. How this was solved with the 
system tested is described in the Method chapter. 
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4 Aims and hypotheses 
There were several aims with the current experiment: 
• to contribute to the development of an adaptation evaluation method 
• to evaluate an alternative design of a four-way joystick system 
• to propose functional requirements for joystick systems to be used by drivers 

with disabilities. 
 
The focus was on preventive safety – the driver’s control of the car without 
incidents and accidents, in other words, the driver’s ability to drive with sufficient 
safety margins. 

The results form the previously mentioned manoeuvre test (Östlund & Peters, 
1999) was used to formulate hypotheses for the experiment. Time lags were 
considered to be such a severe and undesired design flaw that it was virtually 
excluded in the joystick designs that were tested in the experiment. Virtually 
excluded means that the joystick system was designed to behave as an ordinary 
steering wheel. The consequences of eliminating time lags will be tentatively 
discussed in relation to our results. The observed problem with interference in the 
manoeuvre test was addressed with an alternative design of the joystick which 
aimed at decoupling the lateral and longitudinal control. Decoupled control meant 
that the lateral and longitudinal control was more clearly separated compared to 
conventional joystick system. Thus, a longitudinal motion of the joystick was 
used for speed control and a radial motion for steering control. This alternative 
design, called uncoupled control, was compared with the conventional joystick 
design, called coupled control. Lack of feedback was the third problem observed 
in the manoeuvre test. Thus, active/passive feedback was a design feature tested in 
the experiment. The function of the joystick systems tested is further described in 
the method chapter. Four hypotheses were formulated: 
1. Uncoupled control was expected to provide better control, improved driver 

performance and behaviour compared to coupled control. Both physical and 
mental workload was expected be lower for the uncoupled control. The 
drivers were expected to prefer uncoupled control. 

2. Active feedback was expected improve the driver’s control of the vehicle and 
thus improve driving performance compared to passive. Both physical and 
mental workload was expected to be lower for the active feedback. The 
drivers were expected to prefer active control. 

3. Uncoupled control and active feedback was expected to result in best 
performance, lowest mental and physical workload, and to be most preferred 
by the drivers. 

4. Learning was expected to be easiest with a joystick in which lateral and 
longitudinal controls were uncoupled and with active feedback. 

 
Considering the third hypothesis it is worth mentioning that decreased workload is 
not a goal per se but current joystick systems are mentally difficult due to time 
lags and interference and lack of feedback can contribute to physical strain. The 
last hypothesis was not directly based on findings from the manoeuvre test. 
However, feedback can facilitate learning and situation awareness (see e.g. 
(Merhav & Ya`cov, 1976), (Tunberg, 1991), (Korteling & van Emmerik, 1998)). 
A design which more clearly separated lateral and longitudinal control was also 
expected to facilitate learning. The idea was to make the control function more 
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like the way it is designed in a standard production car. Practical experiences as 
described to us by driving instructors, adaptation specialists and drivers clearly 
indicate that learning to drive a joystick controlled car compared to other types of 
adaptations and standard production cars require much longer time. Most likely 
this is an effect of the problems found in our earlier experiment. 
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5 Method 
This chapter provides a description of the experimental design, participants and 
the set-up of the experiment. 
 
5.1 Experimental design 
The overall objective was to assess four different joystick designs in terms of 
driver behaviour, driver performance, workload, and user acceptance. A two-by-
two factorial, within-subjects design was used in this experiment (see Figure 7). 
The factors of interest concerned two aspects determining joystick control 
function. The first factor called control coupling had two levels characterized as 
either coupled (C) or uncoupled (U). The second factor was joystick feedback 
with two levels active (A) and passive (P). All subjects drove under all four 
conditions. The order of conditions was counterbalanced. Within-subjects design 
was used in order to limit nuisance effects due to individual differences caused by 
their impairments.  
 

 Active feedback 
Passive 

feedback 

Coupled control 
function 

16 drivers 16 drivers 

Uncoupled control 
function 

16 drivers 16 drivers 

Figure 7  Experimental design. All 16 drivers drove under all four conditions. 
 
Actually, the design included a third factor, learning, as the driving task was 
repeated for each condition. Learning was expected to influence both driver 
behaviour and performance. All drivers were inexperienced with joystick driving. 
Thus, it was expected that the effects of learning should be similar for all 
participants. Three types of learning effects were expected:  
1. Learning to use the joystick 
2. Learning the driving task  
3. Getting used to simulator driving. 
 
The first type of learning was relevant for the evaluation of the joystick system 
while the other two were considered as potential confounding effects. The 
experiment was designed with the aim to study effects due to increased experience 
with the four joysticks. Thus, the driving task was repeated for all four conditions. 
The other two possible learning effects were considered as unwanted. In order to 
eliminate or at least minimize these nuisance effects the order of conditions was 
counterbalanced. 
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5.2 Participants 
Recruiting participants was difficult. There are very few, about 20, drivers of 
joystick adapted cars in Sweden. There is at least two possible reasons for this 
situation. First, joystick adaptations are very expensive. The adaptation can cost 
more than the car itself. Second, joystick driving with current systems is difficult 
and time consuming to learn. Thus, joystick driving is often viewed as the 
ultimate chance for drivers with severe impairments. Joystick drivers have 
developed their skills over a long time and are highly skilled drivers of conven-
tional joystick systems. Thus, it was assumed that it would be difficult to for them 
to get used to new systems. Since one of the aims of the study was to compare 
different joystick implementations, these drivers were not considered suitable. Yet 
another reason was that the nature of these drivers’ impairments often demands 
subtle individual adjustments of the adaptation which would complicate the 
statistical analysis. However, the most serious reason not to choose these drivers 
was that they all have to drive sitting in their electric wheelchairs. It was not 
possible to adapt the driving simulator in order to accommodate drivers in 
wheelchairs. 

An alternative approach, which was the one chosen, was to address potential 
drivers of joystick controlled cars. Drivers with high spinal cord injuries are more 
common among joystick drivers in the US compared to Sweden. Drivers with a 
Spinal Cord Injury (SCI) at cervical level have more or less impaired motor and 
sensory function in their upper limbs and usually paralysed in trunk and lower 
limbs. It was also considered important that the participants had no experience of 
joystick controlled cars in order to minimize the risk of biased preferences. The 
selection of participants was also based on discussions with both specialists at a 
rehabilitation clinic and a vehicle adaptation company with long experience of 
joystick adaptations. Finally, it was decided that drivers with SCI at cervical level 
(C4-C7) were suitable for our experiment. The primary motive to this choice was 
that these drivers constitute a group of potential drivers of joystick controlled cars. 
Second, drivers with SCI are the most frequent drivers of adapted cars in Sweden 
(Henriksson & Peters, 2004). Third, these drivers usually have a rather well 
defined sensory and motor disability. 

Inclusion criteria with objective to limit the impairment variability were set up 
together with rehabilitation specialists. The inclusion criteria were based on SCI 
diagnosis and functional requirements. Subjects that were included could not use 
their legs for driving, the strength in their upper limbs was low but they were 
assessed to have unimpaired fine motor function. The following inclusion criteria 
were used: 

 Spinal Cord Injury at level C4–C7 (i.e. more or less paralysed from the 
nipples down to the toes, impaired function in the upper limbs) 

 Sufficient fine motor ability in right arm and hand 
 No or minimal risk of spastic contractions or jerky motions  
 No perceptual (visual, hearing) impairment 
 No cognitive impairment, i.e. the drivers should have a valid driving license 

and thus be considered fit to drive and have no cognitive impairments 
affecting their ability to drive 
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 Experienced as driver of adapted cars other than joystick, i.e. at least 
10,000 km driving experience with adapted car. 

 Inexperienced as joystick drivers. 
 
The drivers were contacted with help of the Rehabilitation Clinic at Linköping 
University Hospital and the Handicap organisation (RTP – “Riksföreningen för 
Trafik och Polioskadade” (The Swedish Association of Traffic and Polio 
Victims)). Background data (age, driving experience etc.) for the drivers is listed 
in Table 3. 
 
 



 

 

Driver Age (years) Gender License 
(year) 

Conditioned 
license (year) 

Annual distance 
(km) 

Distance 
2000 (km) 

Ingress aid Electric 
wheelchair 

Hand 
(accelerator) 

Hand 
(brake) 

2 60       m 40 18 22,500 22,500 yes no R R
3 53          

          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          

m 34 28 15,000 15,000 no no R R
4 29 m 9 9 20,000 20,000 yes yes L L
5 37 m 18 8 35,000 35,000 no no R R
6 48 m 322 24 20,000 20,000 yes no R R
7 40 f 19 7 30,000 30,000 yes yes R R
8 37 m 18 18 45,000 45,000 no no R R
9 33 m 15 0.5 20,000 20,000 no no R R

10 30 m 18 18 25,000 25,000 yes no R R
11 25 m 7.5 7.5 15,000 15,000 no no R R
12 30 m 12 9 30,000 40,000 yes yes R R
13 37 m 19 14 35,000 35,000 no no R R
14 29 m 11 8 30,000 30,000 no no R R
15 34 m 16 4 20,000 25,000 no no R R
16 32 m – 5 10,000 10,000 no no R R
17 30 m 12 6 25,000 25,000 no no R R

Mean 36.5  19.5 11.8 24,840 25,780 6 yes 3 yes 1 L 1 L 
Std 9.6  9.3 7.9 8,970 9,560 10 no 13 no 15 R 15 R 

 
Table 3  Background data for the participants1. 

 
 

                                                 
1 Gender: m = male, f = female, Hand: R = Right, L = Left 
2 Including license for light weight motor cycle. 
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The group consisted of 15 male and 1 female drivers. Their annually driven 
distance averaged almost 25,000 km which is almost double (1.8 times) the length 
driven by Swedish drivers in general (13,910 km) and drivers of adapted cars in 
general (13,508 km) (Henriksson & Peters, 2004). The average conditioned 
license time was approx. 12 years. The participant with least license time, 6 
month, had 15 years of total experience from driving. Three drivers had no 
experience from driving without adaptations. Thus, even if there was a consider-
able variation in experience all drivers should be considered as experienced. Six 
drivers were dependent on ingress aid like sliding boards and ramps. Three of the 
drivers were normally driving sitting in their wheel chairs. However, they could 
drive sitting in a ordinary driver seat as well if they were provided help to get in 
and out. All drivers except one used their right hand to control accelerator and 
brake. The other hand was used for steering control. However, he experienced no 
problem to use the right hand for the joystick. 

Choosing the right hand for steering respectively speed control can be critical 
and require that the adaptation engineer has a lot of experience. There are some 
general guidelines that can be applied. For instance if the driver uses an ordinary 
steering wheel it is critical that the hand used for steering has a range of motion 
that will allow him/her to turn the wheel around. Range of motion can also be 
critical for accelerator and brake control. Also force endurance (even if force 
demands are low) is critical in order to maintain speed but even more critical is 
that the driver has sufficient force to activate the vehicle’s full brake capacity 
including ABS (anti-lock braking system) function. Thus, the adaptations installed 
in the participants’ own cars gave some additional information about their abilities 
and limitations. Appendix 2 includes a gallery of pictures showing adaptations 
installed in the participants cars. 

The level of injury and ASIA (American Spinal Injury Association) motor 
scores for right hand/arm were used to describe the participants’ functional 
impairment (see Table 4). The level of injury gives a rough but not sufficient 
indication of the impairment in terms of sensory and motor limitations. ASIA has 
developed a standard neurological classification of spinal cord injury that gives a 
more detailed description of a patient’s functional status (see Appendix 1). The 
ASIA motor scores, which is a small part of the classification scheme, describe 
the residual motor abilities in upper and lower limbs. Left and right motor 
function is determined separately. The highest motor score (i.e. no impairment) is 
50 per side (25 each per upper and lower limbs). All drivers were paralysed in the 
legs (motor score = 0). Thus, the highest possible score would be 25 per 
arm/hand. The motor scores for each individual can be found in Table 4. It can be 
seen from Table 4 that the motor scores varied even for participants with an injury 
at the same level. This was mainly due to differences in the spinal lesion and the 
disconnection in the nervous system which can be more or less complete. A 
complete lesion will rule out all sensory and motor function below this level. 
However, the participants motor scores were sufficient for driving an adapted car. 
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Table 4  Summary of the participant’s motor impairment due to spinal cord 
injury. 
Driver Level of injury ASIA Motor 

score right 
ASIA Motor 
score left 

ASIA Motor Score 
total 

2 C6 24 23 47 
3 C6–C7 25 25 50 
4 C4 4 5 9 
5 C5–C7 22 19 41 
6 C5–C6 6 9 15 
7 C5–C6 4 7 11 
8 C6–C7 15 17 32 
9 C6–C7 21 21 42 

10 C6–C7 13 14 27 
11 C7  25 25 50 
12 C5–C6 13 9 22 
13 C6–C7 16 16 32 
14 C6–C7 19 22 41 
15 C6 14 12 26 
16 C5–C6 5 7 12 
17 C6–C7 21 24 45 

Mean  15.4 15.9 31.4 
STD  7.5 7.1 14.4 
 
5.3 Driving simulator 
A dynamic, high fidelity, moving base driving simulator was used in this experi-
ment (Nordmark, 1990). The simulator consisted of six subsystems. The vehicle 
was modelled in the computer system and the moving base system simulated 
accelerations in three directions through roll, pitch and linear lateral motions. The 
visual system presented the external scenario in the form of computer-generated 
graphics on a 120° wide screen, 2.5 meters in front of the driver. The sound 
system generated noise and infrasound that resemble the internal environment in a 
modern passenger car. The vibration system simulated the sensations the driver 
experiences from the contact between the road and the vehicle. A temperature 
system controlled the air temperature in the driver's cab. A number of validation 
studies have successfully been performed in this simulator. These studies showed 
that the moving base system was important for the experienced reality and 
external validity. Some technical details of the driving simulator are listed in 
Table 5. 
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Table 5  Technical specification of the VTI driving simulator. 
Simulator subsystem Data 
Vibrations  

• vertical ± 5 cm 
• longitudinal ± 7.5 cm 
• roll ± 7 ° 

Motion  
• pitch ± 24 ° 
• roll ± 24 ° 
• lateral ± 3.5 m 
• max. acceleration 0.4 g 

Visual system  
• forward field of view 120 ° x 30 ° 
• resolution 3,100 x 625 pixels 
• time delay 20 ms 

 
The motion base feature was considered critical in this experiment as much 
attention was focused on the driver’s lateral control. The short time delay has 
proved to be vital in order to limit the occurrence of motion sickness. The car cab 
was a Volvo 850. However, the modelled car was a Volvo V40 i.e. front wheel 
driven with automatic gearbox. 

 
5.4 Adaptations installed in the simulator 
The standard steering wheel was removed in order to facilitate ingress and egress. 
The original driver’s seat and standard safety belt was used. An extra postural 
support belt was available if needed. The joystick was positioned to the right of 
the driver approximately where the gear selector is normally placed. The driver 
placed his/her arm in an adjustable arm support (see Figure 8). 
 

 
Figure 8  Position of the joystick in the simulator. The red oval marks the top end 
of the steering column without any steering wheel.  
 
5.4.1 The joystick system 
The experiences from the manoeuvre test (Östlund & Peters, 1999) together with 
some theoretical considerations as discussed in the background chapter guided the 
design of the tested joystick systems as discussed earlier. Transfer functions, i.e. 
how the driver’s control commands are translated into vehicle behaviour, is a 
design parameter of vital importance for a joystick system. However, it was 
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decided that the transfer functions should optimise vehicle control as far as 
possible, i.e. conform to standard production cars, established human factors 
practices and tested empirically with experienced drivers. How this was realised 
will be presented later. First, the implementation of the four designs will be 
described. 

Two critical design features of the joystick system were manipulated in the 
experiment: control coupling (i.e. Coupled/Uncoupled) and feedback (i.e. 
Active/Passive). In the following will C, U, A, and P be used to identify the four 
different designs. Two physical designs were used to realise the two versions of 
control coupling. In both cases a joystick system by Immersion Corporation was 
used as the central unit. The original joystick looked like an ordinary joystick like 
those used for computer games. The only change made to the joystick in order to 
realise a coupled control was to replace the original lever with a forklike grip (see 
Figure 9 a) developed for drivers with tetraplegia. The driver’s hand could be 
fixed in the grip with a Velcro band. Steering, accelerating and braking were 
controlled with radial motions of the grip in lateral respectively longitudinal 
directions (see Figure 9 a). The uncoupled joystick was implemented by modi-
fying the joystick with a mechanical device that transformed the radial speed 
controlling motion into a linear longitudinal motion. Thus, the driver controlled 
speed by moving his/her arm back and forth while steering was controlled with 
radial motions around an axis through the arm (see Figure 9 b). The driver’s hand 
was placed in a tri-pin grip that could be adjusted to fit different arms and hands. 

 
 
 

Steering 

Accelerating
Braking 

Braking

Steering 

Accelerating 

 
 a b 
Figure 9  The coupled (a) and uncoupled (b) joystick system. Arrows indicate how 
steering, accelerating and braking commands. 
 
The joystick system was equipped with both sensors and actuators which were 
used to monitor the driver’s control commands and to provide force feedback to 
the driver. The joystick was controlled by a C++ program running on a dedicated 
PC, which communicated with the simulator’s computer via a CAN bus connec-
tion. This programmable feature was used to implement passive and active 
feedback. The centring spring forces were generated in the joystick. This meant 
that if the driver released joystick it would move to a neutral position and the 
vehicle would head straight forward and neither accelerate nor brake. The centring 
forces were present for the passive and active feedback condition. For active 
feedback, also steering wheel momentum and damping effects were fed back as 
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lateral forces in the joystick. The longitudinal feedback was thus identical for the 
passive and the active feedback condition. 

The following transfer characteristics were common to all four experimental 
conditions. Basically steering was position controlled and there was a linear 
relation between lateral joystick angle and wheel angle. The joystick’s range of 
motion was ±37 degrees which could be compared to an ordinary steering wheel 
which can be rotated 3.75 turns or approx. ±680 degrees. Thus, there is a great 
risk that joystick steering becomes very sensitive. The full range of steering is 
normally only used when driving at very low speeds, such as when parking. 
Steering control is preferably made less sensitive with increasing driving speed. 
This contributes to stabilize vehicle behaviour. Thus, it was decided to downscale 
steering command output with increasing driving speed to maintain accurate 
steering at all speeds. The approach used was to make a constant lateral joystick 
angle transform into a constant lateral acceleration. Thus an algorithm for 
calculating steering angle was designed, taking speed, joystick angle (interpreted 
as desired lateral acceleration) and vehicle dynamics into account. It was assumed 
that no higher lateral acceleration of 0.6 g was required, thus setting this value as 
the maximum lateral acceleration. Starting scaling at 23 km/h would allow the 
driver to have access to the full steering range up to 23 km/h. However, it was 
found that steering became too sensitive to speed changes at speeds from 23 to 
40 km/h. Thus, it was decided that the down-scaling should start at 40 km/h. This 
resulted in a maximum steering angle of 70% of the original maximal steering 
angle at low speed and above 40 km/h steering commands were down scaled (see 
Figure 10). The lane change manoeuvres were carried out at 50 km/h (see also the 
driving task). Thus, it was considered critical that the down scaling started well 
below this speed in order not to change steering characteristics during lane 
change. This approach conformed to the “law of requisite variety” and was aimed 
to promote the driver’s ability to predict vehicle behaviour. Furthermore, the 
steering algorithm compensated for the vehicle speed dependent progressive 
under-steering. Steering commands were also somewhat damped (4 Hz low pass 
filtered) to simulate the effect of a steering servo. This filtering made the steering 
less sensitive to fast changes. 
 

 
Figure 10  Speed progressive steering scaling. 
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Speed was controlled with longitudinal forces on the joystick. A backward force 
was linearly transferred to an accelerator position, and a forward force was 
linearly transferred to a force on the brake pedal. In order to give the driver the 
feeling of force controlled brake and accelerator, the angle of the joystick was 
inversed quadratic to force. When the driver pulled the joystick backwards 
(negative angle) then the negative force (forward) on the joystick increased. While 
pushing the joystick forward (positive angle) gave a reactive (backward) force on 
the joystick. See Figure 11.  

 
Figure 11  Relationship between joystick angel (x-axis) and force (y-axis) on the 
joystick for speed control. 
 
5.5 The driving task 
The driving task was designed to include both simple and more demanding 
situations, driving on a rural road and a double lane change manoeuvre. Driving 
on rural road was used to study normal driving behaviour. While, the lane change 
manoeuvres were considered to be more demanding and thus used to study 
driving performance. Driving performance denotes the driver’s capability while 
driving behaviour depicts how the driver actually drives (Evans, 1991). The lane 
change manoeuvre was a rather precisely described task e.g. keep a certain speed, 
drive without hitting any cones. While, for the rural road driving the drivers were 
instructed to drive as they would normally do on a similar road. 
 
5.5.1 Driving on rural road 
The test route was a 20 km long two-lane rural road with smooth vertical and 
horizontal curvature (see Figure 12). The lane width was 5.25 m including a 1.7 m 
wide hard shoulder (see Figure 14). Driving conditions were comparable to a dry 
summer asphalt road i.e. high friction. Sight conditions corresponded to a slightly 
hazy day. Signed speed limit was 90 km/h. There were randomly oncoming 
passenger cars appearing at low frequency.  
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Figure 12  Road map of the rural road. 
 
Twice, the participants caught up with a lead vehicle. The drivers were instructed 
to follow the car at what they considered as a safe distance. The speed of the lead 
car would vary randomly for 3 km and then turn on the right direction indicator 
and move over to the hard should and let the test driver pass. Driving on the rural 
road was considered to be simple but it should also reveal the driver’s ability to 
control the car with sufficient safety margins at normal driving conditions. 
Particularly, lateral control was of interest. The two car-following situations were 
included in order to study the driver’s longitudinal control i.e. interacting with a 
lead vehicle. 
 
5.5.2 Manoeuvre test: double-lane change 
The double lane change manoeuvre designed according to ISO/TR 3888 (ISO, 
1999). The lane-change path was outlined with 9 pairs of amber cones (see Figure 
13). The manoeuvre was made up of three straight sections of increasing length 
with the middle section offset 3.5 m to the left compared to the first and the last 
section. The width in the three sections increased with 10 percent starting with 
2.19 m.  

 
 30 m 25 m 30 m 25 m 15 m 

A 
3.5 m 3.5 m

C 

B 

 
Figure 13  Double lane change manoeuvre. Lane width in section A: 

, in section B: 25.01.1 +⋅vw 25.02.1 +⋅vw  and in section C: , 
where  is the width of the car (1.76 m) (ISO, 1999). 

25.03.1 +⋅vw
vw
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5.6 Measures 
Three different types of measures were used:  
1. Driving behaviour and performance measures 
2. Physiological measures 
3. Subjective measures. 
 
5.6.1 Driving behaviour and performance measures 
Rural road driving (driving behaviour) and lane change manoeuvres (driving 
performance) were analysed separately. The driving behaviour and behaviour 
measures could be divided into general driver behaviour and performance, 
longitudinal, lateral, and joystick control. These data were recorded by the 
simulator computer. The scanning rate was 50 Hz, and the storage rate was 20 Hz. 
Thus, measures based on time calculations had 1/50 (20 ms) accuracy. Raw data 
was analysed with the help of Matlab programs developed specifically for this 
experiment. 

 
5.6.1.1 General driving behaviour and performance 
The overall evaluation of driver behaviour for rural road driving was limited to 
mean speed, collisions with oncoming or lead vehicles. The general driving per-
formance for the double lane change manoeuvre was evaluated with respect to 
number of cones that were hit. 
 
5.6.1.2 Longitudinal control 
Min headway distance was used to determine how close a driver actually came to 
the lead vehicle and the risk of a rear-end collision. However, this measure does 
not actually tell anything about the longitudinal safety margin as e.g. speed is not 
considered. Driving close at high speed is far more dangerous compared to low 
speed. TTC (Time-To-Collision) and TH (Time Headway) can be used as a time 
based measure of longitudinal safety margin (van der Hulst, 1999; van Winsum, 
1996). TH was calculated as the headway distance to lead vehicle divided by the 
speed of the lag car. Headway distance was defined as the distance from the lag 
car’s front bumper to the lead cars rear bumper. TTC is computed as the headway 
distance divided by the speed difference between the vehicles or the approaching 
speed. Min TH, min TTC and mean TTC were used to evaluate the drive’s 
longitudinal safety margin. Standard deviation of speed during the lane changes 
were used to analyse the longitudinal control in the manoeuvre test. 
 
5.6.1.3 Lateral control 
The vehicle’s lateral position described the travel path along the road. Mean 
lateral position and standard deviation of lateral position (SDLP) was used to 
evaluate the driver’s lateral control. Increased SDLP was regarded as degraded 
lateral control. Details about road dimensions and the definition of lateral position 
are shown in Figure 14. Lateral position was defined as the distance between the 
centre of the car and the right part of the centre line. The accuracy of lateral 
position data was 0.01 m. 
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1.76m

1.72m

Lateral position Centre of 
car 

Lane width 3.55 m 

Distance to 
centre line 

Distance to 
right lane 
marker 

Hard shoulder 1.7 m

Road width 5.25 

 
Figure 14  Road and vehicle dimensions used to define lateral position. 
 
However, lateral position and SDLP was not sufficient in order to determine the 
lateral safety margin as these measures do not consider longitudinal speed. 
Driving close to the lane boundaries at high speed is far more risky than doing the 
same at low speed. Thus, time-to-line-crossing (TLC) was used to analyse the 
driver’s lateral control strategy. TLC is defined as the time left until a moving 
vehicle crosses either side of the lane boundaries (white lines) under the 
assumption that the vehicle continues along the same travel path (i.e. constant 
heading angle) with the current momentary motion (i.e. speed). As long as the 
driver follows the road curvature perfectly TLC will be indefinite – the driver will 
never cross the lane boundaries (white lines). However, perfect lateral control is 
not possible more than for short time periods due to changing road curvature and 
elevation, road texture, wind, vehicle instability, driver instability etc. Normal 
steering control can be described a pendulum-like motion moving back and forth 
toward either of the lane boundaries. The driver will make a steering correction 
when coming too close to one of the white lines defining the lane boundaries and 
then the vehicle will start moving away from one line towards the other. TLC will 
reach a minimum (TLCmin) approximately when the driver makes a steering 
correction to move away from the line. TLC data was calculated using an 
approximation proposed by Van Winsum, Brookhuis and de Waard (van Winsum, 
Brookhuis & de Waard, 2000)  
 
TLCapprox = Lateral position / (Lateral speed + Lateral speed change) 
 
This approximation will make it much easier to get TLC data and only lateral 
position data is required. However, lateral position data should have sufficient 
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resolution (2 cm or better) and be recorded with sufficient frequency (10 Hz or 
better). 

In order to determine the TLC based safety margins relevant TLCmin have to be 
identified. Occasionally, some TLCmin can be invalid or irrelevant due to e.g. local 
TLCmin caused by vehicle instability. The TLCmin that should be considered are 
those which actually describe the driver’s steering control. The following criteria 
were used to identify valid TLCmin (see also : 
• The TLC wave duration – the time from start of movement to left (or right) to 

end of left (or right) should be at least 1 second.  
• Only TLCmin less than 20 seconds were considered relevant. Higher TLCmin 

values meant that the driver ws virtually following the road geometry 
perfectly. TLCmin of over 15 seconds did not mean anything in terms of safety 
margins. 

 

 

Disregarded 

Figure 15  Principles used to identify relevant TLCmin values as described above. 
The graph shows how TLC values less than ± 20 seconds and TLC wave duration 
> 1 second are defined. 
 
Once the relevant the TLCmin:s had been identified the following derived measures 
were calculated and used to analyse the lateral safety margin. 
• Mean TLCmin 
• Number of TLCmin under 1 second. 
 
Finally, the lateral control was also analysed with respect to how frequently the 
drivers crossed the lane boundaries (white lines). 
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5.6.1.4 Joystick control 
The lateral and longitudinal joystick angles and the resulting accelerator, brake, 
and steering commands were stored in the simulator computer. The following 
measures were used to analyse how the driver moved the joystick. 
• Standard deviation of longitudinal and lateral joystick angles (degrees). 
• Joystick lateral reversal rate, defined as the total number of times the 

direction of joystick motions was changed per kilometre. This was a measure 
of how frequent the driver adjusted the joystick in order to maintain control. 
Increased frequent small joystick motions can be tiring for driver and sign of 
degrading control. 

• Correlation between lateral & longitudinal joystick speed, calculated for each 
double lane change as the correlation between the absolute values of the 
lateral and longitudinal joystick angular speed. This measure increases as 
longitudinal and lateral joystick angle are changed simultaneously. This was a 
measure used as an indicator of interference between lateral and longitudinal 
control. Interference was defined as involuntary changes in lateral joystick 
angle caused by inaccurate movements in the longitudinal direction, or vice 
versa. This interference can be quantified by calculating the correlation 
between lateral and longitudinal joystick movements. Simultaneous changes 
in steering and speed control thus resulted in increased correlation. 
Movements were calculated as absolute angular velocity, and the interference 
measure was calculated per double lane change. 

 
5.6.1.5 Summary of driver behaviour and performance measures 
Table 6 summarizes the different behaviour and performance measures that were 
used in the analysis. 
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Table 6  Summary showing how different driver behaviour and performance 
measures were used in the analysis. 

Measure Free driving Car following 
Lane Change 
Manoeuvre 

General performance/behaviour    
– Mean speed (km/h) X X X 
– Collisions X X  
– Cones hit    X 
Longitudinal Control    
– Std speed X X X 
– Min headway distance (m)  X  
– Min TH (s)  X  
– Min & mean TTC (s)  X  
– Std speed during lane change   X 
Lateral Control    
– Mean lateral position (m) X X  
– Std lateral position (m) X X  
– Min TLCmin (s) X X  
– Mean TLCmin (s) X X  
– Number of TLCmin under 1 s X X  
– Number of crossings left & right X X  
Joystick Control    
– Std lateral motions (degrees) X X X 
– Std longitudinal motions (degrees)   X 
– Joystick lateral reversal rate  X X X 
– Correlation between lateral & 
longitudinal joystick speed 

  X 

 
Driving behaviour and performance data was also analysed with respect to 
learning effects. The driving task was repeated twice for all four joystick designs 
in order to find out if there were any differences in terms of learning. Data was 
also analysed to find out if the counterbalanced design had been effective in 
reducing unwanted learning effects (i.e. getting acquainted with the driving task 
and simulator driving). 
 
5.6.2 Physiological measures 
Physiological data were recorded with a VITAPORT II system from TEMEC 
Instruments B.V (The Netherlands). Physiological data, i.e. electromyogram 
EMG, electrocardiogram ECG, were used to measure and analyse physical and 
mental workload. 

Muscle load on the Deltoid Anterior and the Trapezius muscles were included 
as measures of physical load (both muscles) on the arm used to control the 
joystick and stress (only Trapezius) (Birch, Juul-Kristensen, Jensen, Finsen & 
Christensen, 2000). EMG electrodes were placed according to Figure 16 and the 
signals were sampled at 512 Hz. Muscle load was calculated as the effective 
EMG-amplitude in relation to a baseline measurement. 
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Figure 16  EMG electrode positions on the Trapezius (left) and the Deltoid 
Anterior (right) muscles. Illustrations reprinted by permission of LUMEN. 
Electrode placement (white dots) added by VTI. 
 
ECG was recorded using a sample rate of 125 Hz. ECG data were used to 
calculate Inter-Beat-Interval (IBI) and Heart rate variability (HRV). IBI was used 
as an indicator of changes in arousal level.  HRV is a measure of the variability of 
the inter-beat-intervals (IBI) over a specified period of time (often 30 to 60 
seconds, and also over the whole period of sampling). Kalsbeek (1963) was one of 
the first to propose HRV as a measure of mental workload. Kalsbeek claimed that 
an increase in task mental demand resulted in a decrease in HRV. An advantage of 
HRV is that it seems to be unaffected by light physical activity (Hyndman & 
Gregory, 1975). Thus, HRV was included as a measure of mental workload 
(Kalsbeek & Ettema, 1963; Mulder, 1988; Wilson, 1992), and was calculated as 
the amplitude of the 0.7–0.14 Hz band of the spectral density of IBI, referred to as 
the 0.1 Hz component (e.g. (Egelund, 1982; van Winsum, Van Knippenberg & 
Brookhuis, 1989)).  
 

 EKG - .

 EKG + . 

 GND . 

 
Figure 17  ECG electrode positions used in the experiment. 
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5.6.3 Subjective measures 
Three questionnaires were used to capture the drivers’ subjective opinions during 
the experiment. The three questionnaires covered the following topics.  
• Subjective rating of performance, workload, and joystick control aspects 
• Comfort, stability, pain, joystick preferences (active/passive feedback), 

simulator realism and sickness 
• Difficulty of manoeuvre task, joystick preferences (coupled/uncoupled), wish 

to have one of joysticks tested, driving habits (mileage). 
 
Questionnaire 1 was divided into two parts with 8 questions related to rural road 
driving and 7 questions concerning the manoeuvre test. Answers were given on 
7-steped semantic differential scales. Scale end labels are presented within 
parenthesis in the list below. The first 8 questions covered the following topics: 
• Performance (very bad – very good) 
• Effort (combined mental and physical) (very little – very much) 
• Mental effort (very little – very much) 
• Physical effort (very little – very much) 
• Easy/difficult to control steering (very easy – very difficult) 
• Easy/difficult to control accelerator (very easy – very difficult) 
• Easy/difficult to control brake (very easy – very difficult) 
• Easy/difficult to simultaneously control steering, accelerator and brake (very 

easy – very difficult). 
 
Six of the eight questions were then repeated for the lane change manoeuvre. The 
two not repeated were the questions concerning brake control and the last question 
about simultaneous control. This last question was reformulated as simultaneous 
steering and accelerator control as the drivers did not brake in the double lane 
change manoeuvre. 

Questionnaire 2 consisted of 8 questions covering the topics listed below. The 
first three questions and questions about the simulator were answered with use of 
7-steped semantic differential scales. Scale end labels are presented within 
parenthesis in the list below. The answer alternatives to the other three questions 
are given within parenthesis. 
• Seating comfort compared to own car (much less comfortable – much more 

comfortable) 
• Seating stability compared to own car (much less stable – much more stable) 
• Joystick comfort (very comfortable – very uncomfortable) 
• Preference active/passive feedback – usability (active, passive, equal) 
• Preference active/passive feedback – ease of learning (active, passive, equal) 
• Simulator realism (not at all realistic – very realistic) 
• Simulator sickness (not at all – very sick) 
• Experienced pain in upper body (yes/no) and possible pain location. 
 
The third and final questionnaire consisted of 5 questions covering the topics as 
listed below. The first question was answered with use of a 7-steped semantic 
differential scale. Scale end labels are presented within parenthesis in the list 
below. The answer alternatives to the two following questions are given within 
parenthesis. 
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• Difficulty of the manoeuvre task (very easy – very difficult) 
• Preference of joystick design coupled/uncoupled (Tetra grip, tri pin, no 

difference) 
• Wish to have joystick in own car (Tetra grip, tri pin, none) 
• Average driven mileage 
• Mileage driven last year. 
 
The test leader read the questions on the three questionnaires out loud to the 
drivers and then noted their answers. 
 
5.7 Procedure 
Driving with all four joystick designs during one visit was not possible. Thus, it 
was decided to let the participants come at two occasions. Changing between 
coupled and uncoupled joystick was rather laborious and time consuming why it 
was decided that either the coupled or the uncoupled joystick was to be used 
during one occasion. One occasion included two consecutive test sequences 
during which the driver drove with one of the four joystick designs (see Figure 
18) with and without active feedback. Each sequence started with a training drive 
which was identical to the experimental drive i.e. a 20 km rural road driving and 
the manoeuvre test. 
 

Training Drive 1 Drive 2 Training Drive 3 Drive 4 

Sequence 1 Sequence 2 

Training Drive 5 Drive 6 Training Drive 7 Drive 8 

Sequence 3 Sequence 4 

First Occasion 

Second Occasion 

 
Figure 18  Layout of experiment procedure. 
 
Thus, a sequence (i.e. driving with a specific joystick design) consisted of: 
1. Training: 20 km rural road driving and 3 double lane changes training 
2. First Drive: 20 km rural road driving and 3 double lane changes  
3. Second Drive: 20 km rural road driving and 3 double lane changes. 
 
The driving task was repeated within one sequence in order to study effects of 
learning. As a result of practical and methodological requirements multiples of 
eight subjects were used in order to counterbalance for order effects (see Table 7). 
The number of participants was set to 16. 
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Table 7  Order of condition used to counterbalance order effects. 
Participant Occasion 1 Occasion 2 

Number Sequence 1 Sequence 2 Sequence 3 Sequence 4 
1, 9 CP CA UP UA 
2, 10 CP CA UA UP 
3, 11 CA CP UP UA 
4, 12 CA CP UA UP 
5, 13 UP UA CP CA 
6, 14 UP UA CA CP 
7, 15 UA UP CP CA 
8, 16 UA UP CA CP 

 
Background data was collected before the participants arrived. This was done as 
part of the recruiting process. For instance it was necessary to know how they got 
in and out of their own cars in order to determine if it was possible for them to 
transfer from their wheel chairs to the driver’s seat and if it was possible for them 
to sit in an ordinary driver seat. 

The participants were given written and spoken information about the experi-
ment as they arrived. However, they were not told about the differences between 
the tested joystick systems. The experimental leader summarized the instructions 
and answered any questions. The ECG and EMG electrodes were attached and 
connected to the recording system. Baseline EMG was measured as the participant 
extended the right arm straight out in front (Deltoid) and straight out to the side 
(Trapezius).  

When the preparations were finished the drivers entered the simulator. The 
entrance to the simulator cab was approximately 2 m above ground level. Thus, 
all drivers entered the simulator with help of a wheelchair lift and the drivers were 
assisted, if needed, when transferring from their wheelchairs to the driver’s seat. 
Some of the drivers used a sliding board when moving in and out of the car. 
Finally, the joystick and armrest was adjusted to provide a stable and comfortable 
driving posture. The simulator was started and the drivers were instructed to drive 
as they normally did with their own cars. During the training phase the 
experimental leader guided the drivers and encouraged them to first explore how 
the joystick functioned. The drivers were then told to drive as they would 
normally do on a similar rural road and to be aware of the speed limit (90 km/h). 
Before the lane change manoeuvre the drivers were told to drive between the 
cones at a constant speed of 50 km/h and without hitting any cones. They drove a 
short distance before entering the first cone pair during which their speed was 
clearly displayed on the front screen. The speed feedback was turned off as they 
passed the first cones. 
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Once the training was complete the actual test started. A video recorder which 
recorded the front screen view mixed with a smaller view of the drivers’ faces was 
used to document the drive. When the first sequence was completed the simulator 
was stopped and the driver was asked a number of questions concerning his/her 
experiences and opinion of the system tested, e.g. workload, performance, 
possible disturbing interferences (questionnaire 1). Soft drinks were offered. After 
some rest the test continued with the second sequence which was conducted as the 
preceding. Finally, the driver left the simulator, electrodes were removed and the 
driver answered some additional questions concerning the physical design of the 
joystick, seating comfort, preferences (active passive feedback) etc. (questionnaire 
2). The three questionnaires used during the experiment were administered after 
each sequence according to the scheme depicted in Figure 19. 
 

Training Drive 1 Drive 2 Training Drive 3 Drive 4 

Sequence 1 Sequence 2 

Training Drive 5 Drive 6 Training Drive 7 Drive 8 

Sequence 3 Sequence 4 

First Occasion 

Second Occasion 

Questionnaire 1 Questionnaire 1 & 2 

Questionnaire 1 Questionnaire 1, 2 & 3 

 
Figure 19  Administration of questionnaires during the experiment. 
 
Running a test session at one occasion with two driving sequences took about 3 
hours and sometimes more. When the drivers had completed all four conditions 
they filled in the third and final questionnaire and were asked to give a written 
approval so that information from their medical records (i.e. ASIA Scores) could 
be requested. The drivers were also asked to approve that the video recordings 
could be used to present the results. Photos were taken with participants in the 
simulator and when seated in their own cars. The participants were paid 1,000 
SEK and travel expenses. 
 
5.8 Statistical Analysis 
Individual means were calculated for each of the four joystick configurations, for 
each of the two repeated drives per condition (8 per driver) and finally for each of 
the six lane changes included in every sequence (24 per driver). Individual and 
group means were calculated and analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to 
analyse data. A significance level of 5 percent was applied in the statistical tests. 
However, differences on a 10 percent level were occasionally indicated. The 
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statistical analysis was done with the help of Excel and SPSS 11.0 for Windows. 
Three additional types of analyses were done when the drivers were divided in 
two groups according to three different principles:  
1. According to their motor function in right arm and hand 
2. According to their final preference with respect to joystick design 

(coupled/uncoupled) 
3. According to their driving experience. 
 

Thus, the sixteen drivers were divided into two groups of eight drivers using three 
different principles. This was done in order to find out if there were differences 
within the experimental group that influenced the results. Further details 
concerning these analyses are given in relation to the results. Finally, it should be 
clearly noted that as many tests of significance were done there was an obvious 
risk of finding significant but accidental and irrelevant differences, i.e. mass-
significance problem. Thus, a conservative approach was used when interpreting 
the results.  
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6 Results 
The presentation of the results has been divided into five sections: driving 
behaviour – rural road, driving performance – lane change manoeuvres, physical 
and mental workload, drivers’ opinion and effects of learning. 

 
6.1 Driving behaviour – rural road 
The analysis of the driving behaviour was split in two parts: free driving and car 
following. Free driving was defined as driving without any lead vehicle in sight. 
However, during free driving there were some oncoming vehicles. Approximately 
half the distance, 10.6 km of 20 km was considered as free driving. The remaining 
distance consisted of catching up, following and overtaking two lead vehicles. 
Each participant drove twice with each of the four joystick configurations. Thus, 
the free overall driving behaviour analysis was based on 21.2 km driving per 
condition and driver. 
 
6.1.1 Rural road driving – free driving behaviour 
The analysis of driving behaviour was based on group means for all 16 parti-
cipants. No collisions occurred during free driving. Longitudinal control was 
investigated in view of differences in mean speed and speed variation (standard 
deviation). Mean lateral position (distance from centre line to centre of the 
steering wheel), variation in lateral position and crossing of lane boundaries were 
variables used to analyse lateral control. TLCmin was used to analyse lateral time 
based safety margins. TLC was calculated in relation to both left and right lane 
boundaries. Lateral joystick motions were also analysed in terms of standard 
deviation of lateral motion and joystick lateral reversal rate (i.e. number of 
joystick lateral turns per km). Group means for the four conditions and the results 
of the statistical analysis are summarized in Table 8. 
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Table 8  Group means and results of analysis of free driving behaviour data on 
rural road (based on 2 * 10.6 km driving per each condition and per subject)1. 

Variable CA CP UA UP CU AP CU*AP

Longitudinal control 

Mean speed (km/h) 93.0 94.1 93.0 92.9 Ns Ns Ns 
Std speed (km/h) 4.75 4.62 4.53 4.23 Ns Ns Ns 

Lateral Control 

Mean lateral position 
(m)  2.16 2.21 2.13 2.12

F(1,15)=4.57, 
p=.049 (.5) * 

Ns * Ns * 

SDLP (m) 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.23 Ns Ns Ns 
No of crossing R 6.3 6.9 6.0 6.2 Ns Ns Ns 
No of crossing L 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 Ns Ns Ns 
      TLC in relation to lane markers (right & left) 
Min TLCmin Right (s) 0.54 0.58 0.57 0.58 Ns Ns Ns 
Min TLCmin Left (s) 1.10 0.99 1.11 1.21 Ns Ns Ns 
Mean TLCmin R (s) 3.55 3.60 3.70 3.49 Ns Ns Ns 
Mean (min) TLC L (s) 5.48 5.56 5.19 5.13 Ns Ns Ns 
No of TLCmin R under 
1 s 

3.5 4.5 3.9 4.6 Ns Ns * Ns 

No of TLCmin L under 
1 s 

1.5 1.7 2.0 1.3 Ns Ns Ns 

       Joystick lateral control 
Std lateral joystick 
motion 

1.04 1.08 1.08 1.14 Ns Ns Ns 

Number of joystick 
lateral turns per km 

151.2 146.8 112.4 105.9 
F(1,15)=84.58, 

p<.001 (1) * 
F(1,15)=18.16, 
p=.001 (0.98) * 

NS 

 
Two significant differences were found. The participants drove 6 cm more to right 
with the coupled joystick (2.19 vs. 2.13 m). The lane width was 3.55 m which 
meant that the lateral position would be approx 1.78 when driving in the middle of 
the lane. Thus, the participants drove approx 40 cm to the right of the middle of 
the lane with the coupled joystick. This behaviour could also be observed in other 
lateral control variables e.g. more frequent crossing of right lane marker and lower 
TLCmin values to the right. The most striking result was the main effects with 
respect to joystick lateral control, i.e. steering control actions. The drivers made 
more frequent lateral turns (i.e. changing direction of motion) with the coupled 
joystick (149) compared to the uncoupled (109) and the lateral motions were least 
with the uncoupled passive joystick. However, this did not result in any 
corresponding significant differences in the standard deviation of lateral motion.  

When analysing the data it was observed that several drivers frequently crossed 
the right lane marker (3.55 m from the centre line) and drove, as it seemed, on 
purpose on the hard shoulder. The hard shoulder was rather wide (1.7 m) and this 
could have encouraged the drivers to drive more to the right (see Figure 14). The 
value of TLC as a safety margin measure depends on what borders the driver uses 
as a reference for the lateral control. If there is a wide hard shoulder and 

                                                 
1 F-values and level of significance together with observed power are shown in case of significant 
(5 percent) differences. Non-significant differences are indicated as Ns. C = Coupled, U = Un-
coupled, A = active, P = passive. (* = significant difference on 10 percent level.) 
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oncoming traffic it might be that the driver prefered to drive more to right in order 
to maintain equal safety margins both to the right and the left. In this case it seems 
more like the driver is steering according to imaginary lane boundaries. Thus, two 
alternatives to the normally used reference (i.e. the white line) were defined. First, 
the road edge (5.25 m from the centre line) was considered as the ultimate right 
boundary for the lateral control. The second alternative was to define a virtual line 
between the road edge and the right lane maker. The location of this virtual line 
was determined by taking the mean lateral position for all drivers and all 
conditions (excluding overtaking) multiplies by two and thus, creating a reflection 
of the centre line on the right side of the vehicle. The mean lateral position was 
2.09 m and thus, the virtual line was placed 4.18 m from the centre line. However, 
this extended analysis of TLCmin data did not reveal any significant differences 
between the four joystick designs. 
 
6.1.2 Rural road driving – car following 
The 20 km rural road driving included two car following situations. This meant 
four similar situations per condition and driver. These situations were included 
with the objective to study the drivers’ longitudinal control. Each following 
situation lasted for 3 km. Catch-up and overtaking, 1.7 km per situation, were 
excluded in the analysis. Both lateral and longitudinal measures were used in the 
analysis. Speed variation, distance to lead car, time headway (TH) and Time-To-
Collision (TTC) were used to assess longitudinal control. The lateral control was 
analysed with the same variables as for free driving without any car following 
situations. The means for the four conditions and results of the statistical analysis 
are summarized in Table 9. No collisions occurred during car following or 
overtaking. 
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Table 9  Group means and results analysis of driving behaviour during car 
following situations (based on 2 * 6 Km per each condition and subject)1. 
Car followings 

situations 
CA CP UA UP CU AP CU*AP

Longitudinal control 

Std speed (km/h) 4.71 4.64 5.07 4.80 Ns* Ns Ns 
Min distance (m) 48.67 47.37 47.13 46.36 Ns Ns Ns 
Min TH (s) 2.53 2.46 2.56 2.41 Ns Ns Ns 
Min TTC (s) 25.04 27.25 27.28 28.46 Ns Ns Ns 
Mean TTC (s) 53.17 54.53 57.91 58.92 Ns* Ns Ns 

Lateral Control 

Mean lateral 
position (m) 

2.11 2.16 2.10 2.10 Ns Ns * Ns 

SDLP (m) 0.25 0.24 0.25 0.26 Ns Ns Ns 
No of crossing R 2.0 2.2 1.9 2.0 Ns Ns Ns 
No of crossing L 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 Ns Ns * Ns 

     TLC (Right calculated in relation to painted right lane marker) 

Min TLCmin R (s) 0.95 0.98 1.08 1.05 Ns Ns Ns 

Min TLCmin L (s) 1,47 1.70 1.52 1.66 Ns 
F(1,15)=6.03, 
p=.027 (0.6) 

Ns 

Mean TLCmin R (s) 3.59 3.52 3.54 3.52 Ns Ns Ns 
Mean TLCmin L (s) 4.97 5.05 4.84 4.81 Ns Ns Ns 
No of TLCmin R 
under 1 s 

1.5 1.5 1,3 1.5 Ns Ns NS 

No of TLCmin L 
under 1 s 

0.8 0.5 0.7 0.5 Ns Ns * Ns 

     Joystick lateral control 
Std lateral joystick 
motions (degrees) 

1.12 1.10 1.13 1.18 Ns Ns Ns 

Number of joystick 
lateral turns per 
km 

158.3 158.9 118.4 114.7 
F(1,15)=55.17, 

p<.001 (1.0) 
Ns Ns 

 
The analysis of longitudinal control did not reveal any significant differences with 
respect to joystick design. The drivers seemed to be rather careful and maintained 
relatively long distances to the lead vehicles. The only two significant differences 
found concerned Min TLCmin left and joystick reversal rate (i.e. number of joystick 
lateral turns per km). The difference between uncoupled and coupled joystick with 
respect to joystick control was consistent with what was found for free driving i.e. 
the drivers made more lateral turns with the coupled joystick (158.6) compared to 
the uncoupled 116.5). 
 

                                                 
1 F-values and level of significance together with observed power are shown in case of significant 
(5 percent) differences. Non-significant differences are indicated as Ns. C = Coupled, U = Un-
coupled, A = active, P = passive. TLC R and line crossing data have been calculated in relation to 
the painted right lane marker. (* = significant difference on 10 percent level.) 
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6.1.3 Rural road driving – effects of motor function in right 
arm/hand 

Even if all participating drivers had a spinal cord injury classified as tetraplegic 
the participants were quite different with respect to their arm and hand function as 
show by their ASIA scores (see Table 4). All drivers used their right hand to 
control the joystick. Thus, the motor function in the right arm and hand could 
influence the drivers’ control of the car. The ASIA motor scores for the right 
arm/hand were used to form two groups equal in size (8+8). The first group was 
made up of drivers with ASIA motor scores equal to 15 or below and the other 
consisted of those with scores over 15 for the right arm and hand. The mean and 
median ASIA scores for the total group was 15.4 respectively 15.5. Maximum 
possible ASIA motor score for one limb is 25. Two significant differences were 
found between the two groups with respect to mean lateral position and mean 
TLCmin right. The results from the two groups were then analysed separately. 

For the group with low ASIA scores it was found that they drove on average 
12 cm more to the right with the coupled joystick, 2.33m compared to 2.21 m for 
the uncoupled [F(1,7)=10.26, p=.015,(0.8)]. This means that they drove on 
average with 55 cm offset to the right and rather close to the right lane marker, on 
average 36 cm. This was two times the difference found for the total group, 6 cm 
(Table 8). The other group with better arm/hand function did not show any 
significant differences in lateral position between the four joystick designs. In line 
with this result, it was found that low ASIA score group had a mean TLCmin left 
which was significantly higher [F(1,7)=6.44, p=.039,(0.6)] for the coupled 
joystick (5.86 s) compared to uncoupled (5.05 s). This difference was not 
observed for the total group. Otherwise both groups conformed to what was found 
for the total group, i.e. the differences with respect to lateral joystick reversal rate 
remained. Finally, the analysis of driving behaviour during car following 
situations did not reveal any differences between drivers with high and low ASIA 
motor scores. 
 
6.1.4 Rural road driving – effects of driving experience 
Driving behaviour data were also analysed in view of effects due to differences in 
driving experience. Annual driven distance and the number of year the driver had 
held a driving license were multiplied to get a rough estimate of the total driving 
experience. This variable was used as a covariate in the analysis of variance. 
However, no effects of experience on driving behaviour was found neither for free 
driving nor for car following. 
 
6.2 Driving performance – lane change manoeuvres 
The lane change manoeuvres were carried out 6 times for each of the four 
conditions. In total the drivers had to do 24 lane change manoeuvres plus 12 (4*3) 
during the initial training phase for each condition. Two drivers did not do the 
lane changes as they experienced some feeling of simulator sickness during the 
training. It was decided that even if these drivers could have performed the 
manoeuvres despite their sensation of nausea the results could be misleading or 
irrelevant. Thus, the analysis was based on data from 14 drivers. 

The lane change manoeuvre was designed in order to study both lateral and 
longitudinal control in a more demanding situation compared to free rural road 
driving. The overall performance was evaluated in terms of number of cones hit. 
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Speed was analysed with respect to several variables; mean speed, speed variation 
during the whole manoeuvre, the first and second lane change and in terms of 
longitudinal joystick motions. The lateral control performance was analysed in 
view of how much the joystick was moved laterally. Interference between lateral 
and longitudinal control were investigated by considering the correlation between 
lateral and longitudinal joystick motion speed. The mean values for the four 
conditions and the results from the statistical analysis are shown in Table 10. 
 
Table 10  Group means and results analysis of lane change performance data 
(average over 2 * 3 lane changes per condition and driver). Means used for the 
analysis were based on 14 out of 16 participants who completed the lane change 
manoeuvres1. 

Variable CA CP UA UP CU AP CU*AP 

Overall performance 

Nr of cones hit 0.27 0.25 0.35 0.35 Ns Ns Ns 

Longitudinal control 

Mean speed 
(km/h) 

50.4 51.0 50.8 50.7 Ns Ns Ns 

Std speed (km/h) 1.97 2.27 2.37 2.61 Ns Ns* Ns 
Std speed (1st 
lane change) 
(km/h) 

0.57 0.58 0.53 0.63 Ns Ns Ns 

Std speed (2nd 
lane change) 
(km/h) 

0.65 0.64 0.63 0.78 Ns Ns Ns 

Joystick control 
Nr of lateral 
joystick turns 20.0 21.7 17.8 20.4 Ns F(1,13)=12.01, 

p=.004 (0.9) Ns 

Correlation 
between lateral 
and longitudinal 
joystick speed 

0.51 0.54 0.16 017 F(1,13)=182.09, 
p<.001 (1.0) Ns Ns 

 
The over all performance in terms of hit cones was not influenced by the joystick 
design. The joystick design did not influence the speed control differently in terms 
of mean speed. However, it can be seen that speed control seemed to degrade 
from the first to the second lane change as the standard deviation in speed 
increased from the first to the second lane change. The analysis of lateral control 
revealed that the drivers made significantly more lateral joystick turns with 
passive feedback (21.1) compared to active (18.9). There were no significant 
interactions. The correlation between lateral and longitudinal joystick motions 
was much higher for the coupled joystick design compared to (0.53 vs. 0.17, 
F(1,13) = 182.09, p < 0.05, (1.0)). There were no significant interactions. 

The lane change manoeuvres were further analysed in order to investigate 
possible differences when the drivers carried out the manoeuvres as most skilled. 

                                                 
1 The F-values and levels of significance together with observed power are shown in case of 
significant (5 percent) differences. Non-significant differences are indicated by Ns in the table. 
C = Coupled, U = Uncoupled, P = passive, A = active. (* = significant difference on 10 percent 
level.) 
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This was done by analysing means for the last three manoeuvres per condition. 
These were carried out during the second sequence for each of the four conditions. 
In a second approach the last manoeuvres in each sequence were used to calculate 
means for the manoeuvre performance data. In this last approach only two out of 
six manoeuvres were included in the analysis. Both analyses conformed to the 
results found for the overall findings. Thus, active feedback resulted in less lateral 
joystick turns and the absolute correlation between lateral and longitudinal 
joystick motions were greater for the coupled design. 

Lateral position data from the manoeuvre test was also analysed in order to 
find out which of the cones the drivers hit when they did not succeed with the lane 
change. Figure 20 shows the layout of the lane change and the numbering of the 
cones used to mark the prescribed travel path. Mean lateral position based on all 
lane change manoeuvres for uncoupled (dashed) and coupled (line) joystick is 
shown in Figure 20. 
 

 
 
Figure 20  Group mean lateral position for lane change manoeuvres. Dashed line 
indicates uncoupled joystick and continuous line coupled joystick. Means were 
calculated for all drivers and both active and passive feedback. The lateral 
position boundaries are marked with circles i.e. cones. 
 
In Table 11 the total numbers of cones hit for each of the four conditions are listed 
with respect to the position of the cones. The cone that was most frequently hit 
(50 percent of all hits) by the drivers was number eight. This cone was placed to 
the right in the first pair of the second group of cones. This cone determined the 
entrance after the fist lane change. The second most frequently hit cone was 
number thirteen (17 percent) which was the cone to the left after the second lane 
change. Also number twelve was hit quite frequently. 
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Table 11  Number of cones hit by the driver during the lane change manoeuvres. 
The cones are numbered according to appearance as the driver moved through 
the coned trail starting to the right1. 

Cone No CA CP UA UP Total 
1 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 0 0 
4 0 0 1 0 1 
5 1 0 1 1 3 
6 0 0 0 0 0 
7 1 0 0 1 2 
8 12 12 14 12 50 
9 0 0 0 1 1 

10 1 0 1 2 4 
11 0 0 0 0 0 
12 1 1 2 7 11 
13 5 6 4 2 17 
14 0 0 0 0 0 
15 0 0 1 0 1 
16 1 1 2 0 4 
17 0 0 0 0 0 
18 1 0 2 2 5 

Total 23 20 28 28 99 
 
In total 336 manoeuvres were included in the analysis and thus only approxi-
mately 1 cone was hit per 3 manoeuvres. The distribution of hit across the drivers 
was quite unevenly distributed. Three drivers were responsible for 56 percent of 
the hits. If these drivers were excluded then the distribution of hit was different 
form what was found for the total group. The 44 hits were distributed as 
36 percent for CA, 25 percent for CP, 24 percent for UA and 16 percent for UP. 
 
6.2.1 Lane change manoeuvres – effects of motor function in right 

arm/hand 
The lane change manoeuvres were also analysed with respect to differences in the 
participants’ arm/hand motor function. The same grouping principle was used as 
for the analysis of general driving behaviour. Two significant differences between 
the two groups were found. The group with lower ASIA scores moved the 
joystick more longitudinally compared to those with higher scores. This was 
shown in standard deviation of longitudinal joystick motions, i.e. speed control, 
2.02 for those with lower ASIA scores and 1.19 for the other group 
[F(1,12)=17.01, p=.001, (.97)]. It also turned out that speed variation during the 
first lane change (std of speed) was higher (on 10 percent level) for those with less 
motor function. The joystick reversal rate was higher for the group with lower 
ASIA scores 22.2 vs. 17.8 (10 percent level). In general it seemed like the group 
with low ASIA scores moved the joystick more than the other group of drivers 
(see Table 12). However, what was mentioned above the differences shown in the 
table was not significant. 

                                                 
1 C = Coupled, U = Uncoupled, P = passive, A = active. 
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Table 12  Means and standard deviations for some joystick control variables for 
two groups of drivers. Drivers with low ASIA score had less motor capability in 
their right arm and hand which was used to control the joystick1. 
 ASIA motor score ≤ 15 (n=7) ASIA motor score > 15 (n=7) 
Variable CA CP UA UP CA CP UA UP 
Longitudinal joystick control – speed control 

Std joystick motion 
(degrees) 

1.84 
(.46) 

1.91 
(.37) 

2.08 
(.72) 

2.27 
(1.1) 

1.23 
(.56) 

1.21 
(.37) 

1.13 
(.24) 

1.20 
(.54) 

Lateral joystick control – steering control 

Std joystick motion 
(degrees) 

11.69 
(1.42) 

11.40 
(1.72) 

11.77 
(1.76) 

11.51 
(1.30) 

9.27 
(2.22) 

9.39 
(2.64) 

10.43 
(3.51) 

10.20 
(3.54) 

Nr of lateral joystick 
turns (reversal rate) 

22.0 
(6.7) 

24.5 
(7.4) 

20.5 
(3.0) 

21.8 
(3.2) 

18.1 
(4.7) 

18.9 
(6.5) 

15.1 
(1.6) 

19.0 
(3.9) 

 
6.2.2 Lane change manoeuvres – effects of driving experience 
Lane change data were finally analysed in relation to driving experience as for the 
general driving on rural roads. However, no effects of driving experience were 
found with respect to lane change performance. 

 
6.3 Physical and mental workload – physiological 

measures 
Physiological measures were included in order to measure both physical and 
mental workload. The four different physiological variables used were described 
in detail in the methodological chapter. However, the objectives and 
interpretations of the four physiological measures used are summarized in 
Table 13.  
 
Table 13  Summary of physiological measures’ objectives and interpretation. 
Variable Measure objective Interpretation 
Inter beat interval (IBI) Arousal, stress High – high arousal 

Low – low arousal 
Heart rate variability 
(HRV) 

Mental workload Low – high mental workload 
High –low mental workload 

Electromyogram 
trapezius (EMGtrap)  

Trapezius muscle load High – high load 
Low – low load 

Electromyogram 
deltoideus (EMGdelt)  

Deltoideus muscle load High – high load 
Low – low load 

 
The physiological data were not complete. First of all, there were two participants 
that did not perform the lane changes as mentioned earlier. Furthermore, there 
were three drivers for which there were technical problems with the recording 
system at one of the two occasions, which meant that data were lost for two 
conditions. One of these drivers was identical to one who did not do the lane 
change. The analysis with the total group of drivers included 11–13 out of  

                                                 
1 C = Coupled, U = Uncoupled, P = passive, A = active. 
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16 drivers. When the drivers were spilt in two groups there were between 4 and 7 
drivers included in the analysis. The results of the overall analysis is summarised 
in Table 14. 
 
Table 14  Group means and results of the overall analysis of physical and mental 
workload for free driving, car following and lane change. Acronyms for 
physiological variables are according to Table 13 1. 

Variable CA CP UA UP CU AP CU*AP 

Rural road – free driving 
IBI (s) (n = 13) 0.93 0.96 0.99 0.95 Ns Ns Ns 
HRV (n = 13) 10.58 13.37 12.95 12.24 Ns Ns Ns* 
EMGtrap (n = 13) 20.14 16.59 17.91 17.08 Ns Ns Ns 
EMGdelt (n = 13) 24.71 29.27 33.85 41.09 Ns Ns Ns 

Rural road - car following 
IBI (s) (n = 13) 0.92 0.96 0.98 0.95 Ns Ns Ns 
HRV (n = 13) 10.47 13.57 13.99 11.45 Ns Ns Ns* 
EMGtrap (n = 13) 20.21 16.54 20.44 16.28 Ns Ns Ns 
EMGdelt (n = 13) 27.53 32.91 33.14 39.76 Ns Ns Ns 

Lane change manoeuvre 
IBI (s) (n = 11) 0.95 0.95 0.98 0.94 Ns Ns Ns 

EMGtrap (n = 12) 25.39 21.97 14.64 16.10 
F(1,11)=8.71, 
p=.013 (0.8) 

Ns Ns 

EMGdelt (n = 12) 30.08 37.41 48.51 56.94 Ns Ns Ns 
 
HRV was not considered as relevant for lane change manoeuvre as the time it 
took to complete the manoeuvre was too short to have an effect on HRV data. 
Only one significant main effect was found. The load in the trapezius muscle was 
higher for the coupled joystick compared to the uncoupled when performing the 
lane change manoeuvres (23.7 vs. 15.4). There were no significant interactions. 

Spinal cord injuries affect muscular function. Therefore, great individual 
differences could be expected specifically concerning EMG data due to the 
magnitude of the participants’ disability. Thus, physiological data were analysed 
with ASIA score based grouping as between group factor. However, it turned out 
that there were no significant differences between those with low and high ASIA 
motor scores and there were no significant interactions. Interesting though, was 
that the muscle load was consistently higher on the drivers with lower ASIA 
scores (see Table 15). 
 

                                                 
1 The F-values and level of significance together with observed power are shown in case of 
significant (5 percent) differences. Non-significant differences are indicated by Ns in the table. 
C = Coupled, U = Uncoupled, P = passive, A = active, and n = number of subjects. (* = significant 
difference on 10 percent level.) 
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Table 15  Average EMG values for the drivers with low respectively high ASIA 
motor scores. 
Variable  ASIA score ≤ 15 ASIA score > 15 
EMGtrap Rural road – Free driving 22.89 (  4.78) 12.14 (  5.17) 
EMGtrap Rural road – Car following 22.72 (  4.89) 13.28 (  5.26) 
EMGtrap Lane change manoeuvre 25.60 (  5.17) 13.45 (  5.17) 
EMGdelt Rural road – Free driving 45.84 (11.92) 16.36 (12.87) 
EMGdelt Rural road – Car following 47.71 (12.39) 16.56 (13.39) 
EMGdelt Lane change manoeuvre 66.66 (17.91) 19.81 (17.91) 
 
Data for the two groups were also analysed with a two-way ANOVA. No 
significant differences (5 percent) between the four joystick designs were found 
for the group with ASIA scores ≤ 15 but at a 10 percent level some differences 
were significant e.g. all IBI values were lower for the coupled joystick (Faster 
heart beats). For the other group, ASIA scores over 15, there was a significant 
difference (5 percent) in the trapezius muscle load during the lane changes. Higher 
load for coupled joystick compared to the uncoupled, 18.7 vs. 8.2 [F(1,5)=8.58, 
p=.033, (.7)]. 

Finally, an analysis was done using data for all drivers from the second drive 
for all conditions. This was done as it was assumed that the drivers were most 
skilled during the second drive. Thus, workload due to inexperience with the 
joystick should be less than initially. At first the total group of drivers were 
included in the analysis. The difference in load on the trapezius muscle during 
lane change found in the overall analysis with both test drives included remained, 
24.8 vs. 15.7, [F(1,11)=10.3, p=.008,(.8)]. When the drivers were divided in to the 
two ASIA groups it was found that drivers with low ASIA scores had a shorter 
IBI value (faster heart rate) compared to those with high ASIA scores. Analysing 
the two groups separately revealed some differences. The drivers with low ASIA 
scores had a shorter IBI [F(1,4) =7.84, p=.049 (.6)] during lane change with the 
coupled joystick. The same group had a higher HRV during car following with the 
active feedback [F(1,6)=7.30, p=.035 (.6)]. The other group with high ASIA 
scores experienced a higher load on the trapezius muscle during lane changes with 
the coupled joystick, 18.8 vs. 8.4 [F(1,5)=10.57, p=.023 (.7)]. The last result was 
consistent with what was found for the overall analysis. 
 
6.4 Drivers’ opinion 
Three different questionnaires were used during the experiment to capture the 
drivers’ opinion at different stages in the test procedure (see Figure 19). The 
results of the questionnaires are presented below under separate headings. 
 
6.4.1 Rural road driving – Questionnaire 1, part 1 
The first questionnaire was divided into two parts. The first part concerned rural 
road driving. Eight questions were used to capture the drivers’ opinion about 
performance, effort and experienced control. Semantic differential scales with 
seven steps were used to give answers. Thus, four indicated the middle of the 
scale. Table 16 summarises group means for the four experimental conditions. 
Each individual score was based on a rating of two consecutive drives per 
condition. 
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Table 16  Summary of results (group means and std) from questions asked after 
driving on rural road for each condition (i.e. 4 times)1. 
Question      
On the road (N = 16) CA CP UA UP Scale 
1. How well did you perform?  5.1 (1.0) 5.3 (1.3) 5.3 (1.0) 5.4 (1.3) 1 = very bad 

7 = very good 
2. How much effort (mentally and 
    physically) did you spend? 2.9 (1.1) 2.5 (1.2) 2.8 (1.1) 2.9 (1.1) 1 = very little 

7 = very much 

3. Mental effort? 3.3 (1.5) 3.1 (1.6) 3.1 (1.2) 3.1 (1.2) 1 = very little 
7 = very much 

4. Physical effort? 2.3 (1.2) 2.1 (1.0) 2.1 (1.1) 1.9 (0.9) 1 = very little 
7 = very much 

5. Steering control? 2.8 (1.2) 2.5 (0.8) 2.6 (1.3) 3.2 (1.6) 1 = very easy 
7 = very difficult 

6. Accelerator control? 2.4 (0.9) 2.3 (0.6) 2.6 (1.4) 3.3 (1.6) 1 = very easy 
7 = very difficult 

7. Brake control? 3.3 (1.1) 2.8 (1.3) 3.6 (1.5) 3.2 (1.5) 1 = very easy 
7 = very difficult 

8. Simultaneous steering,  
    acceleration, braking control? 3.3 (1.4) 2.9 (0.9) 3.3 (1.2) 3.3 (1.1) 1 = very easy 

7 = very difficult 
 
In general the drivers thought they performed closer to “good” than “bad” for all 
four conditions. In general they experienced that the effort they spent was closer 
to “very little” than “very much”. Physical effort scores were lower than mental 
for all conditions. The questions about control were formulated as “How easy or 
difficult did you think that it was to control…..?” In general they thought it was 
rather easy to control steering, accelerator and brake. However, brake control 
seemed to be a bit more difficult but still on the easy side. There were no 
significant differences or interactions on 5 percent level. There was a significant 
difference between active/passive (3.4/3.0) with respect to brake control on 10 
percent level. This meant that brake control was experienced as more difficult 
with active feedback compared to passive. 
 
Effects of motor function in right arm/hand 
The result of the questions were also analysed with respect to differences between 
drivers with low and high ASIA motor scores. However, no significant 
differences or interactions were found on 5 percent level.  
 
6.4.2 Lane change manoeuvres – Questionnaire 1, part 2 
The second part of the first questionnaire consisted of similar questions as the first 
part but this time the questions concerned the lane change manoeuvres. The 
question concerning braking was not included as the brake was not used in the 
manoeuvre. Semantic differential scales with seven steps were used to give 
answers. Thus, four indicated the middle of the scale. Table 17 summarises group 
means and standard deviations for the four experimental conditions. These 
questions were answered by 14 out of the sixteen drivers as two participants did 
not manage the lane change manoeuvre due to feeling of illness during the 
training phase. Each individual score was based on 6 lane change manoeuvres per 
condition. 
 

                                                 
1 C = Coupled, U = Uncoupled, P = passive, A = active. 
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Table 17  Summary of results (group means and std) from questions asked after 
lane change manoeuvre for each condition (i.e. 4times)1. 
Question 
Manoeuvres (N = 14) 

CA CP UA UP Scale 

  9. How well did you perform?  4.6 (1.0) 4.4 (0.9) 4.5 (1.5) 4.5 (1.6) 1 = very bad 
7 = very good 

10. How much effort (mentally and 
       physically) did you spend? 2.9 (1.2) 2.9 (0.9) 2.9 (1.4) 3.1 (1.3) 1 = very little 

7 = very much 

11. Mental effort? 3.5 (1.5) 3.1 (1.0) 3.0 (1,4) 3.2 (1.2) 1 = very little 
7 = very much 

12. Physical effort? 2.1 (1.0) 2.3 (0.8) 2.0 (0.9) 2.3 (1.0) 1 = very little 
7 = very much 

13. Steering control? 3.0 (1.6) 3.2 (0.9) 3.2 (1.2) 3.5 (1.1) 1 = very easy 
7 = very difficult 

14. Accelerator control? 2.9 (1.3) 3.4 (1.2) 3.4 (1.4) 3.8 (1.3) 1 = very easy 
7 = very difficult 

15. Simultaneous steering and 
       acceleration control? 3.5 (1.0) 3.8 (1.0) 3.2 (1.1) 3.7 (1.0) 1 = very easy 

7 = very difficult 
 
In general the drivers thought they performed the lane change manoeuvres not as 
good as the driving on the road but still closer to “very good” than “very bad” for 
all four conditions. In general they experienced that the effort they spent was 
rather low, well below four for all conditions. Physical effort scores were lower 
than mental in general. Furthermore, they thought it was rather easy to control 
steering and accelerator. There were no significant differences or interactions 
between the four joystick designs on 5 percent level. There was a significant 
difference between active/passive (3.3/3.8) with respect to simultaneous steering 
and acceleration control on 10 percent level. Thus, active feedback was 
considered to facilitate the simultaneous control. 
 
Effects of motor function in right arm/hand 
The results were also analysed with respect to differences between drivers with 
low and high ASIA motor scores. Two significant differences were found. Drivers 
with low ASIA scores thought accelerator control was more difficult (3.9) 
compared to those with high ASIA scores (2.8) [F(1,11)=5.27, p=0.042(.55)] and 
that it was more difficult to simultaneously control steering, accelerator and brake 
(4.0 vs. 3.1) [F(1,11)=5.37, p=0.041(.56)]. The two previous questions were also 
analysed separately for each group. It was found that drivers with high ASIA 
scores thought is was easier to simultaneously control steering and accelerator 
with active feedback (2.8) compared to passive feedback (3.4) [F(1,5)=10.00, 
p=0.025]. No other significant differences were found. 
 

                                                 
1 C = Coupled, U = Uncoupled, P = passive, A = active. 
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Final preferences 
The answers to all questions (1–15) were also analysed with respect to the 
participants’ final preference (coupled/uncoupled joystick). The drivers were 
divided into two groups. Seven drivers preferred the coupled joystick and eight 
preferred the uncoupled. Only one subject had no clear preference. However, no 
significant differences were found between the two groups on either 5 percent or 
10 percent level. 
 
Effects of driving experience 
The results of the first questionnaire were finally analysed in view of possible 
effects due to differences in driving experience as for the general driving 
behaviour. Driving experience was calculated as for the driving behaviour 
analysis. Total driving experience was used as a covariate in an analysis of 
variance. However, no significant effects of driving experience were found. 
 
6.4.3 Results of questionnaire 2 and 3 
Questionnaire 2 was answered two times once per each occasion i.e. after driving 
with the coupled and uncoupled joystick. The questionnaire consisted of eight 
questions. The first two questions dealt with seating comfort and stability. The 
following question addressed joystick comfort. The first three questions were 
answered with a similar seven step scale as used in questionnaire one. The next 
two questions concerned preference passive/active with respect to driving control 
and ease of learning. Then followed two questions related to simulator driving. In 
the final question the participants were asked if they had experienced any pain 
while driving and if so the location of the pain. Table 18 summarises the result of 
questionnaire 2. Group means are listed for question 1, 2, 3, 6, and 7. Answers to 
the other three questions are given as frequencies. 
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Table 18  Group means and std for answers or answer distributions to the eight 
questions on questionnaire 2. 
Question Coupled Uncoupled Scale 

1. Seating Comfort 3.4 (1.0) 3.7 (0.9) 

1 = much less comfortable than in
          my own car 
7 = much more comfortable than in
          my own car 

2. Seating Stability 3.8 (0.8) 3.9 (0.6) 
1 = much less stable than in my own car 
7 = much more stable than in my own
        car 

3. Joystick 
Comfort/Discomfort 4.1 (1.5) 4.8 (1.2) 1 = very uncomfortable 

7 = very comfortable 

4. Preference Passive/Active 
driving 

 
6 
7 
2 
1 

 
6 
5 
3 
2 

 
Passive 
Active 
Equal 
No reply 
 

5. Preference 
Passive/Active learning 

 
5 
6 
5 

 
5 
7 
4 

 
Passive 
Active 
Equal 
 

6. Simulator realism 4,3 (1.3) 4,7 (1.3) 1 = not at all realistic 
7 = very realistic 

7. Simulator sickness 1.6 (1.0) 1.9 (1.5) 1 = no sickness at all 
7 = severe sickness 

8. Pain 1 
15 

2 
14 

Yes (shoulder, upper arm) 
No 

 
Seating comfort was regarded as somewhat less comfortable, i.e. less than 4, 
compared to their cars. However, seating stability was experienced as approxi-
mately the same as in their cars. The participants experienced the coupled joystick 
as neither comfortable nor uncomfortable, i.e. approx. 4, while the uncoupled 
joystick was considered a bit more comfortable, i.e. well over 4. The answers 
were also analysed with respect to ASIA scores and preferences (see Table 19). 
However, no significant differences were found for either 5 or 10 percent levels. 
 
Table 19  Results of questions concerning seating and joystick per ASIA score 
grouping and joystick preference grouping of the drivers (n=16). 
Question ASIA Score 

≤ 15 
ASIA Score 

> 15 
Prefer 

Coupled 
Prefer 

Uncoupled 
Seating Comfort 3.3 (0.3) 3.3 (0.3) 3.4 (0.4) 3.6 (0.3) 
Seating Stability 3.9 (0.2) 3.8 (0.2) 3.9 (0.2) 3.9 (0.2) 
Joystick Comfort/Discomfort 4.4 (0.4) 4.4 (0.4) 4.5 (0.4) 4.3 (0.4) 
 
The distribution of preferences with respect to passive/active indicated no clear 
preference for the total group (see Table 18, question 4 and 5). However, when the 
drivers’ preferences were divided with respect to differences in arm/hand motor 
function it turned out that there was a clear difference between the two groups for 
the uncoupled but not the coupled joystick (see Table 20, question 4). Those with 
high ASIA scores had a higher preference for active feedback for the uncoupled 
joystick while those with low ASIA scores were more in favour of the passive in 
terms of driving control (question 4). The same pattern was found for the learning 
aspect (question 5). 
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Table 20  Number of drivers divided with respect to ASIA scores who preferred 
active respectively passive feedback in coupled and uncoupled joystick design for 
driving control (question 4). Only those drivers with a clear preference were 
included. 

 ASIA score ≤ 15 ASIA score > 15 

 Active 
feedback 

Passive 
feedback 

Active 
feedback 

Passive 
feedback 

Uncoupled  0 5 5 1 

Coupled 3 3 4 3 

 
Only two drivers experienced pain during driving and the problems were of minor 
character according to the drivers. No significant differences were found for the 
two conditions (coupled/uncoupled) in the drivers’ opinion concerning seating 
comfort, stability and joystick design preferences. 

The results form the third and final questionnaire revealed that one driver 
thought the double lane change manoeuvre was difficult (6 on a 7-graded scale). 
However, most drivers thought the manoeuvre was rather simple (mean = 2.9, 
std = 1.2). When asked about their preferences with respect to coupled/uncoupled 
joystick it was found that 8 out of 15 preferred the uncoupled joystick. One driver 
thought they were equal. When the drivers were split into the two groups with 
high and low ASIA scores it turned out that those with better motor function 
seemed to prefer the uncoupled (5 vs. 3) while the other group preferred the 
coupled (4 vs. 3). However, only one said that he would like to have the 
uncoupled joystick in his own car. While, four other drivers said that they 
preferred the coupled joystick. The other eleven drivers would not like to have 
any of the tested joysticks installed in their cars. 
 
6.5 Effects of learning 
The driving task was repeated twice for each joystick design in order to study 
possible effects of learning. A three-way ANOVA was used to analyse driving 
behaviour and performance data in order to discover differences in learning 
between the four joystick designs. The three factors used in the analysis were 
coupled/uncoupled, active/passive feedback, first/second drive.  

The following differences with respect to learning were found for free driving 
on rural road. The mean speed was significantly [F(1,15)=10.50, p=.005,(.86)] 
lower during the first drive (92.4 vs. 94.1 km/h). The standard deviation of 
joystick lateral position (i.e. steering control) was significantly higher 
[F(1,15)=15.64, p=.001,(.96)] during the second drive (1.04 vs. 1.13 degrees). 
However, the SDLP decreased between the first and second drive (0.23 vs. 
0.22 m) [F(1,15=7.83, p=.014,(.74)]. Finally, mean TLCmin left decreased from 
5.51 to 5.17 s during the second drive [F(1,15)=13.32, p=.002(.93)]. There were 
no significant interactions. The main effects from joystick design on free driving 
behaviour during the second drive in each sequence were consistent with what 
was presented earlier when both drives were included. 

There were no effects of learning revealed for the car following situations. 
However, driving behaviour during the second car following situation per each 
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sequence (2 per condition) and the very last following situation per condition were 
also analysed in order to find out if the drivers changed their behaviour with 
increased experience. The first analysis did not show any deviating results from 
what was found for the total. The second analysis, only the very last car following 
situation per condition, disclosed two significant differences. The drivers varied 
the speed more with the uncoupled joystick design, 5.29 km/h, compared to the 
coupled, 4.83 km/h [F(1,15) = 4.57, p = .049 (0.5)]. Furthermore, they drove 5 cm 
more to the right with passive joystick control [F(1,15) = 7.02, p = .018 (0.7)]. 
There were no significant interactions. 

The three-way ANOVA of the lane change manoeuvres did not reveal any 
significant effects of learning. The lane change manoeuvres were also analysed in 
order to investigate possible differences when the drivers carried out the 
manoeuvres as most skilled. This was done by analysing means for the last three 
manoeuvres per condition. These were carried out during the second sequence for 
each of the four conditions. In a second approach the last manoeuvres in each 
sequence were used to calculate means for the manoeuvre performance data. In 
this last approach only two out of six manoeuvres were included in the analysis. 
Both analyses conformed to the results found for the overall finding. Thus, active 
feedback resulted in less lateral joystick turns. No other significant differences or 
interactions were found. 
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7 Discussion 
The results are, first of all, discussed in relation to the hypotheses that were 
formulated for the experiment. The discussion will follow the same structure as 
the presentation of the results. A methodological discussion is also included. 
 
7.1 Driving behaviour – rural road 
The analysis of driving behaviour on rural road revealed very few significant 
differences between the four joystick designs. Mean speed was a bit over signed 
speed limit. One possible interpretation of this result could be that the drivers felt 
safe enough to drive as they normally do. According to the drivers’ opinion they 
felt that speed and steering control was fairly easy when driving on the road. 
Further support for this interpretation can also be found when comparing the mean 
and standard deviation of speed (93 respectively 4.5 km/h) to what was found in 
another driving simulator experiment with the same category of drivers and a 
similar driving task (96 respectively 4.7 km/h) (Peters, 2001b). The drivers in the 
cited experiment drove with an ordinary steering wheel and mechanical hand 
controls for accelerator and brake. Furthermore, they drove the same type of hand 
control as they had in their own cars. Even with respect to lateral control in terms 
of SDLP were the results from the two experiments comparable approx. 0.2 m for 
both. 
 
7.1.1 Driving behaviour – free driving 
Only three significant differences were found between the four joystick designs 
for free driving. On average the drivers drove with 40 cm offset to the right with 
the coupled joystick which was 6 cm more to the right compared to the 
uncoupled. The difference between coupled (55 cm offset) and uncoupled (43 cm 
offset) was as much as 12 cm for the drivers with lower ASIA scores. This could 
be a sign of a more cautious driving specifically considering that there was a wide 
hard shoulder. The wide hard shoulder and oncoming traffic could have 
encouraged the participants to drive more to right in order to maintain equal safety 
margins on both sides. This driving behaviour can be described in the terms of 
subjective field of safe travel (Gibson & Crooks, 1938). Oncoming traffic 
encroached upon the driver’s field of safe travel and it was likely that the driver 
changed heading direction to compensate and to maintain an as wide as possible 
field of safe travel. The observed differences could be an effect of differences in 
the joystick design e.g. the drivers felt more in control with the uncoupled design. 
It seemed like this was especially true for the drivers with lower ASIA scores. The 
tendency to drive more to the right was also shown in that the driver crossed the 
right hand line more frequently than the left. However, there were no differences 
in terms of TLCmin found even when the analysis was extended to consider 
different lane boundaries. TLCmin as a measure of lateral safety margins will be 
discussed separately later. 

Two more significant differences were found when analysing how frequently 
the drivers’ moved the joystick for steering control. The analysis showed that the 
joystick reversal rates were 30 percent lower for the uncoupled joystick and 
lowest for the design with uncoupled control and passive feedback. These 
differences could be understood as uncoupled joystick with passive feedback 
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should have been the most favourable joystick as the drivers did not make so 
many corrective motions with the lever when driving on a fairly straight road. 
Verwey (1994) meant that super light controls can require continuous corrections 
which could be very tiring. Thus, it seemed like the uncoupled joystick could have 
made steering control more relaxed. However, this difference did not show up as a 
difference in physical load as measured by EMG. Active feedback did, however, 
not contribute to improve the drivers’ control and could even have been 
experienced as disturbing for those with a low motor function in their right arm 
and hand. Specifically, considering that these drivers were less in favour of the 
active feedback (see Table 20). 

In conclusion, there seemed to be some evidence that the uncoupled joystick 
was somewhat superior to the coupled in terms of better control and less load on 
the driver. However, the active feedback seemed to be less favourable than the 
passive specifically for the drivers with lower ASIA scores. 
 
7.1.2 Driving behaviour – car following 
The results from the analysis of the car following situations deviated somewhat 
from the results found for free driving. The difference in mean lateral position that 
was found for free driving was not found for the car following situations. It also 
seemed like the drivers in general drove straighter when following lead cars e.g. 
the number line crossings were lower and min TLCmin values were generally 
higher compared to free driving. Furthermore, the difference between active and 
passive feedback with respect to lateral joystick reversal rates found for free 
driving was not found for car following. However, there was a significant 
difference in left min TLCmin with respect to feedback. Active feedback resulted 
in lower TLCmin values to the left. Furthermore, when only the last following 
situation for each condition was considered the participants drove more to the left 
with the active feedback compared to the passive. These two results could be 
interpreted as the drivers felt they were in better control with the active feedback 
and needed less safety margin to oncoming vehicles. Finally, the significant 
difference between coupled and uncoupled design in terms of joystick lateral turns 
was also found for the car following situations, which strengthen the support for 
the hypotheses that uncoupled joystick had advantages over the coupled as 
discussed for free driving. 

However, the car following was included to specifically study the drivers’ 
longitudinal control. In another simulator experiment with the same category of 
drivers who drove with and without an adaptive cruise controller (ACC) it was 
found that mean TH was approx 2.5 s respectively 3.3 s with and without ACC 
(Peters, 2001a). Thus, the min TH found in the current experiment, approx 2.5 s, 
seemed to indicate a very careful driving behaviour, which could have been an 
effect of their limited experience with the joystick. Actually the drivers kept a 
long distance in general to the lead vehicles, over 45 m on average. Such a long 
distance would have given them approx 1.8 seconds to react if the lead car made 
an immediate brake. But the min TTC values over 25 seconds indicated that longi-
tudinal safety margin was more than sufficient. The analysis of the longitudinal 
control did not reveal any differences between the experimental conditions. 
However, speed was varied more with the active feedback, which could be a sign 
of more active driving when only the last following situations were considered. 
However, this interpretation should be considered as very tentative as it was hard 
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to find other support for this assumption. In conclusion, it seems like there was no 
support for any of the hypotheses in terms of longitudinal safety margins. 
 
7.2 Driving performance – lane change manoeuvres 
The double lane change manoeuvres were included in order to force the drivers to 
test the four joysticks under more demanding conditions. Even if almost one 
hundred cones were hit during the manoeuvre test it seems like the lane change 
manoeuvre was not too difficult. The drivers rated their performance a bit over 
average, i.e. over 4 (see Table 17) and when specifically asked it was considered 
simple by all but one driver (see 0). Thus, it seems like the manoeuvre was rather 
well designed. However, the results of the analysis disclosed very few significant 
differences between the tested joystick designs. Actually, there was only one. 
Active feedback resulted in a lower joystick reversal rate compared to passive. 
This supports the assumption that the active feedback made it easier for the driver 
to perform the manoeuvre test. The positive effect from active feedback persisted 
even when data from only the last manoeuvres was included. 

The significant differences in joystick control discussed above did not show up 
as differences in number of cone hit. Performance in terms of how many cones 
that were hit was a rather rough measure. However, the distribution of hits gave 
an indication of where the difficulties were. It was found that 50 percents of the 
collisions occurred when finishing the first lane change and entering the second 
line of cones. The second lane change seemed to have been performed better than 
the first in terms of how many cones that were hit. However, both cone twelve 
(start of lane change) and thirteen (end of lane change) were hit in the second lane 
change. The second lane change was in a way “steeper” compared to first (see 
Figure 13 & Figure 20) as the distance between the first and second line cones 
was longer (30 m) than between the second and third (25 m). But on the other 
hand, the opening between the cones increased successively through the 
manoeuvre. The change in speed was greater during the second lane change. This 
could have been caused by a decrease in speed in order to improve the steering 
control. When the three drivers who made over 50 percent of the hits were 
excluded some tentative differences were revealed and it was found that 
uncoupled joystick with passive feedback was most favourable with respect to 
number of cones hit for the majority of the drivers. The lane change data were 
also analysed with respect to differences in ASIA motor scores. The results 
indicated that the drivers with better arm/hand function had better control of the 
speed during the lane change or at least these drivers had to work less in order to 
be in control. Furthermore, the drivers with lower ASIA scores moved the joystick 
more in the longitudinal direction and had a higher variation in speed. These 
results conformed well to the drivers own opinion, drivers with low ASIA scores 
thought it was more difficult to control speed and simultaneously control steering 
and speed. 

In conclusion, the uncoupled design seemed to provide somewhat better 
control for most drivers in the lane change. Active feedback had a positive effect 
on joystick reversal rates but it seemed like it was only drivers with better arm and 
hand motor function that could benefit from the active feedback. 
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7.3 Physical and mental workload – physiological 
measures 

Physiological measures were included in order to investigate possible differences 
between the different joystick designs in terms of physical or mental workload. 
However, the analysis did not disclose more than one significant difference. The 
load on the trapezius muscle (shoulder) was higher for the coupled joystick design 
during the lane change manoeuvres. When the data were analysed with respect to 
the two groups with different ASIA scores it was, first of all, found that the 
muscular load on both trapezius and deltoideus seemed to be consistently higher 
on the drivers with low ASIA scores. However, the differences were not 
significant (see Table 15). It was found that the difference in trapezius muscle 
load between coupled and uncoupled design during lane changes emerged from 
the drivers with higher ASIA scores. These drivers experienced significantly and 
consistently lower load on the trapezius muscle during lane changes when using 
the uncoupled joystick. This could be interpreted as these drives could benefit 
from the uncoupled joystick design but not the drivers with less motor function. 

In conclusion, there was some support for the hypothesis that uncoupled 
joystick was less physically loading specifically for drivers with better arm and 
hand motor function. However, there was no support for the assumption that 
active feedback should have contributed to a lower mental and physical load on 
the drivers. 
 
7.4 Drivers’ opinion 
The results so far did not give a definite answer to the question if one of the 
joystick designs could be considered superior to the others. Similar results were 
also found when analysing the answers to the three questionnaires. However, the 
answers to the first questionnaire gave some interesting results (see Table 16 and 
Table 17). The drivers thought they performed rather well, somewhat better for 
rural road driving than for the lane change manoeuvres. The workload in terms of 
effort was not considered to be very high and physical workload was estimated as 
being lower than mental. Steering and accelerator control was experienced as a bit 
more difficult for the lane change compared to rural road driving. This seems to 
be a rather reasonable result. Brake control was tentatively experienced as more 
difficult with active feedback. However, the brake was not used very much and 
there was no specific braking task included. A more interesting result was that 
active feedback was experienced as positive with respect to simultaneous steering 
and accelerator control especially for those with better motor ability. Thus, it 
seems like drivers with better arm/hand function were able benefit from the active 
feedback but not those with lower function which also conforms to the other 
results. The answers to the second and third questionnaires showed that seating 
comfort and stability was acceptable and was close to what the participants were 
used to (see Table 18). Thus, seating differences should not have affected the 
experimental results. There were no differences between the two groups of drivers 
with respect to comfort and stability (see Table 19). The results showed also that 
there was no definite preference for either coupled/uncoupled or active/passive for 
the total group. However, there was an interesting difference in the drivers’ 
preferences with respect to feedback for the uncoupled joystick when the drivers 
were grouped according to their motor function (see Table 20). The drivers with 
better arm and hand motor function had a clear preference for active feedback.  
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In conclusion, the results form the questionnaires conformed to the previously 
discussed results. The drivers with better motor function were more in favour of 
active feedback specifically together with the uncoupled joystick. 
 
7.5 Effects of learning 
The results were also analysed in order to find out if there were any differences 
with respect to learning between the four joystick designs. It was hypothesised 
that both uncoupled design and active feedback would contribute to make it easier 
to learn to use the joystick. However, there was no support for this assumption in 
the results. There was some effect on driving behaviour in rural road due to the 
repetition of the driving task but not for the lane change manoeuvre. The drivers 
seemed to be a bit more active during the second drive in terms of steering 
control. This resulted in a significantly decreased SDLP and a decreased safety 
margin to the left. In total this could be interpreted as the drivers were more 
skilled in their steering control during the second drive. Thus, there was a 
difference between first and second drive which was expected. However, there 
were no significant differences revealed between the four joystick designs in 
terms of learning how to drive with them. 
 
7.6 Methodological considerations 
An objective with this experiment was to contribute to the development of a 
method that can be used to evaluate vehicle adaptations. Thus, the results will be 
discussed in relation to the method used in this experiment. 
 
7.6.1 Selection of test drivers and individual adaptaions 
The analysis clearly revealed that even if the group of drivers were selected to be 
as homogenous as possible in terms of functional ability, they were not. This is a 
fundamental research problem when addressing drivers with disabilities. These 
drivers can be very different and this is the reason why it is often claimed that 
vehicle adaptations has to be made individually (see e.g. (Oliver, Paton & Perry, 
1997; Strano, 1997)). This need for individual adaptation becomes more 
pronounced with increasing disability in terms of both extent and severity. Maybe 
a more homogeneous group of driver would have given a different result. 
However, this was not possible. It was very difficult to find sufficient numbers of 
drivers with the specified inclusion criteria. The aim was also to see if it was 
possible to attain some general results. However, when the group was split with 
respect to ASIA scores some differences could be distinguished. The results 
showed that the drivers with limited motor function in their right arm and hand 
found the manoeuvre test more difficult than did those with better function. 
Furthermore, it was found that the drivers with better motor function in their right 
arm were more in favour of active feedback compared to those with less function. 
This could have been caused by the fact that the feedback forces were not 
individually adjusted. Active feedback increased system inertia and could have 
made the control more loading to the drivers with lower motor function. It was not 
possible to adjust the feedback forces in the joystick with the version tested. It 
seems logical that individual adjustments should be made when installing joystick 
systems in real cars. Considering the total group of drivers it seemed like the 
uncoupled joystick could provide some benefits to the drivers e.g. less loading in 
terms of joystick reversal rates and less interference between lateral and 
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longitudinal control. However, the design (tri-pin grip) and installation of the 
uncoupled joystick (see Figure 9) in the simulator cab could have contributed to 
the result that drivers with lower motor scores rated it lower than the coupled. The 
coupled joystick gave the drivers a bit more freedom to adjust their motions in 
relation to their sitting posture. The results were also analysed with respect to 
driving experience. However, this analysis did not reveal any significant 
differences. In conclusion it seems like the differences in functional abilities 
between the participants led to such a great variation in data that rather few 
differences were significant. For further research it seems like a case study 
approach could be a more feasible approach. 
 
7.6.2 TLCmin and lateral safety margins 
The concept of safety margins was discussed initially and TLCmin was considered 
a relevant measure of the driver’s lateral safety margin. Thus, it was expected to 
be a useful measure to analyse differences in driver behaviour that could be 
attributed to the joystick design. Three types of derived measures (i.e. min 
TLCmin, mean TLCmin, number of TLCmin under 1 second) were used to analyse 
the driver’s lateral safety margin for the four joysticks designs. The interpretation 
of TLCmin data in to safety margins is not straight away easy. TLC data can be 
interpreted at least in two ways. Either as a stand-alone measure of lateral safety 
margin, e.g. a mean value under 1 second could be considered as an insufficient 
safety margin or as a measure that need to be combined with other measures e.g. 
steering reversal rates. In line with the first approach, TLC has been proposed as a 
measure to be used to detect impaired driving behaviour e.g. fatigued driving 
behaviour. Brookhuis et al. (2003) specified some tentative TLC based criteria for 
impaired driving behaviour e.g. min TLCmin < 1.4 s (right) and < 1.7 s (left) and 
median TLCmin < 3.1 (right) and < 4.0 s (left). The TLCmin values obtained in this 
experiment are below these criteria and free driving behaviour could thus be 
considered as impaired. A less impaired driving behaviour was revealed when 
TLCmin data were analysed with alternative lane boundaries. Furthermore, the 
TLC data for car following were closer to satisfying the criteria for non-impaired 
driving. However, curve cutting or driving close to a wide hard shoulder can 
result in very low TLC values which do not have to be signs of insufficient safety 
margins and impaired driving but rather as result of a deliberate driving behaviour 
in full control. Furthermore, the criteria proposed by Brookhuis et al. (2003) have 
not been fully verified to be useful to identify impaired driving and should not be 
used in isolation which is also declared by the authors. A second approach would 
be to relate TLC data to other measures that can tell a bit more about the driver’s 
level of control combining TLC data with e.g. lateral position, SDLP and data 
describing joystick motions. This approach could be used to interpret the result 
that drivers with less motor function drove more to the right and had a higher 
TLCmin value to the left for the coupled joystick as this design was less favourable 
compared to the uncoupled. 

However, differences found in TLCmin data could be an effect of both joystick 
design and intended driving behaviour. The joystick design could be such that it 
did not allow the driver to drive with sufficient safety margins even if that was the 
driver’s intention. In this case a higher TLCmin value for one joystick compared to 
another could be interpreted as favourable. On the other hand the joystick design 
could be such that the driver had a very good control car and did not have to drive 
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with large safety margins. In this case a higher TLCmin value for one joystick 
compared to another would not necessary be favourable. Thus, TLC data from this 
experiment cannot be understood in isolation. What we specifically do not know 
is the drivers intentions. It can maybe be derived for their answers to 
questionnaires. 

Finally, it is not always clear what the driver uses as the guiding lines for the 
steering control. Two alternative right lines were used to investigate TLCmin data 
(road edge and a virtual line between the road edge and the painted right line). 
However, this extended analysis of TLC did not reveal any difference in driving 
behaviour between the joystick designs. In conclusion it seems like the analysis of 
the TLC data did not disclose any differences in driver behaviour that possibly 
could be attributed to differences in joystick design. On the other hand, the results 
did not contradict what was found with respect to differences in lateral position. 

In conclusion, TLC is probably a relevant measure of lateral safety margin but 
it should not be considered in isolation and the analysis and interpretation of TLC 
data should be done with great care. There is also a need to further develop 
standard methods on how to use TLC data. 
 
7.6.3 Manoeuvre test 
The manoeuvre test consisted originally of two tests, the double lane change and a 
braking manoeuvre in a curve. Similar to what was used in the manoeuvre test 
conducted by Östlund and Peters (1999). However, braking in a curve turned out 
to be very complicated to simulate and during some initial tests it was found that 
there was a high risk that the drivers would experience simulator sickness. Thus, 
this manoeuvre had to be abandoned. If it had been possible to include the brake 
manoeuvre it might have revealed some critical differences between the joystick 
designs. The same manoeuvre was previously found to be revealing in terms of 
control interference (Östlund & Peters, 1999). However, the results from this 
experiment has shown the usefulness of including a manoeuvre test in an 
adaptation evaluation, even if such a manoeuvre test needs to be further developed 
in order to disclose erroneous or in sufficient adaptations. 
 
7.6.4 Time lags 
The perhaps most interesting result from the experiment could not be based on the 
result of the statistical analysis and hypothesis testing. It was initially decided that 
the joystick designs that were going to be tested in this experiment should be 
made similar to standard production car with respect to time lags. This decision 
was based on the results from the previously mentioned joystick manoeuvre test 
(Östlund & Peters, 1999) and the knowledge that extended time lags in systems to 
be controlled (e.g. a car) can be very difficult to handle for a human operators 
(e.g. driver) (Jagacinski & Flach, 2003, chapter 9; Wickens, 1992). Time lags 
refer to both delayed reactions and the dynamic relation between displacement of 
the joystick lever and the behaviour of the car. Thus, time lags can be divided into 
order of control (e.g. position, speed or acceleration control) and pure time delays 
(Jagacinski & Flach, 2003). As long as the time lags are short there is usually no 
problem for the driver. Time lags found in steering systems of standard cars do 
not cause the driver any problems. On the contrary the lags rather contribute to 
make steering control more stable, i.e. the steering system is not sensitive to small 
motions in the steering wheel. However, when the time lags get longer it becomes 
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more difficult for the driver to predict the behaviour of the car. Problems with 
currently used joystick systems can be attributed to both orders of control and 
pure time delays in the joystick systems. Skilled use of control systems with 
considerable time lags requires a lot of training in order to develop an anticipatory 
control strategy. It well known that it takes a long time to become a skilled driver 
of joystick controlled cars (Strano, 1997). It seem like making the tested joystick 
systems similar to conventional car controls made it very easy to learn to drive 
with the joysticks. The drivers who participated had no previous experience from 
joystick driving. Yet, they learned very fast how to drive. Even if there were some 
significant differences between the first and second drive in terms of average 
speed and lateral position it was remarkable how little practice they needed in 
order to drive at normal speed. The results from the lane change manoeuvre in 
terms of hitting cones was far better than what was observed during the 
manoeuvre test with experienced joystick drivers (Östlund & Peters, 1999). It can 
be seen as a mistake in hindsight that time lags were not included as an 
experimental factor. However, the ambition was to go beyond the problem of time 
lags and investigate how decoupling and active feedback could contribute to 
improve the joystick design of today. Anyhow, the results support the suggestion 
that time lags in joystick systems should be made similar those found in 
conventional controls of standard cars. 
 
7.6.5 Driving simulator or real driving 
The experiment could not have been performed in a real car mostly due to the fact 
that currently there are no joystick systems available in which time lags can be 
controlled the way it was done here. The driving simulator is a research tool, 
which has certain prominent advantages: high controllability, equal driving 
conditions for all drivers, simple and accurate data recording, possibility to let 
drivers do safety critical manoeuvres etc. The currently used simulator was also a 
high fidelity motion based simulator, which has been validated in several aspects. 
In this case it was specifically important to use a motion based simulator in order 
to have lateral forces influence driving in a realistic fashion. However, driving in 
a simulator is not real driving, which was also found in this case as we had to 
abandon one of the manoeuvres planned to be included. Driving in a simulator 
and driving o real roads should not be viewed as competitive but rather as 
complementary. For the future research concerning the development of method to 
evaluate vehicle adaptations it seem like the next step would be to practically test 
the ideas in a real setting and not to use the simulator. However, concerning more 
innovative research on how to design driver controls and the driver’s cab 
according to the needs of drivers with impairments it seems more feasible to do 
that in a simulator. In this case a platform (without a specific car body) should be 
used in order to explore the future possibilities provide with the emerging driver-
by-wire technology. This would facilitate a more free design which could better 
consider the needs of the individual driver. 
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7.7 Revisiting the theoretical realms 
Chapter 2 included a rather extensive discussion about driver behaviour models 
and how these could be related to drivers with disabilities. There were basically 
two lines of thought presented; how control theory can be used to understand the 
concept of time based safety margins and the hierarchical structuring of driving 
task. The theories discussed were not included so much as to formulate research 
hypotheses but rather an attempt to provide a plausible description of how it might 
work. One problem with many theories is to formulate testable hypotheses that 
can be used investigate the validity of a theory. This is also true for most of the 
theories presented here. For instance it seems to be rather difficult to conduct an 
experiment with the attempt to falsify the cognitive control cycle. One problem is 
to control all the factors involved in the control loop. The experiments conducted 
by Godthelp and his colleagues (Godthelp, 1986; Godthelp, 1988; Godthelp, 
Milgram & Blaauw, 1984; Godthelp, 1985) when developing the TLC concept 
were very nicely designed and many factors were controlled e.g. speed and visual 
perception but not all. However, the results from this experiment do not in any 
way contradict the theories discussed in chapter 2. Furthermore, the aim of the 
experiment was not to investigate a specific theory. Despite this it would be very 
interesting to further develop the theoretical ideas about driver behaviour and 
specifically when concerned with drivers who lack some abilities that are 
normally used when driving a standard car. 
 
7.8 Future research 
There is certainly a need to continue the research in this are in order to provide 
better vehicle adaptations for drivers with disabilities. Still much of the 
adaptations are done ad hoc and there is lack of guidelines, e.g. the tentative 
guidelines on required forces to operate vehicle controls developed by Kember 
(1991) needs to be further investigated. There is also a need for other guidelines 
on how to adapt cars according to impaired drivers’ needs. This is also in line with 
the just concluded EU funded project CONSENSUS which concerned the 
development of a harmonised assessment procedure for drivers with disabilities in 
Europe (Peters, Falkmer, Bekiaris & Sommer, 2004). One line of continued 
research would be to work in a more case oriented fashion and pay much attention 
and resources to individual fitting of adaptations. This type of research would 
preferably be done with real cars fitted and tested by their own drivers. However, 
there is also a need for further research on to design vehicle controls and the 
driver’s cab to better conform to the drivers’ needs. This is a need that has been 
identified also by assessment centres like the MAVIS which is a part of the 
Department for Transport in the UK and others. 
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8 Conclusions 
The following conclusions in relation to the four hypotheses were drawn in view 
of the results discussed:  
1. Decoupled lateral and longitudinal control  

• had some positive effects on both driving behaviour and performance  
• contributed to a lower physical load on the drivers  
• the positive effects were more pronounced for drivers with good motor 

function in the arm and hand used to control the joystick  
• there were very few differences in terms of safety margins between the 

designs  
• there was no clear preference expressed by the drivers with respect to 

uncoupled or coupled design. 
 

2. Active feedback  
• did not contribute to improved control for rural road driving  
• provided better control in the lane change manoeuvres for the drivers 

with good hand and arm function 
• was less favourable or even disturbing compared to passive for drivers 

with less motor function in the arm used to control the joystick 
• did not seem to influence either physical or mental workload 
• in combination with the uncoupled joystick was preferred by drivers 

with good motor function. 
 

3. The combination of uncoupled control and active feedback 
• did not turn out to be superior in anyway  
• did not seem to contribute to make learning easier compared to other 

combinations. 
 

4. Learning to drive with the joystick 
• was not easier when the lateral and longitudinal controls were 

decoupled and active feedback provided compared to the other designs. 
 

Furthermore, some additional conclusions were made in relation to the results: 
• The participants differed substantially in functional ability despite having the 

same diagnosis (SCI tetraplegia).  
• Grouping the participant according to motor function in the arm used to 

control the joystick revealed some differences between the groups, 
specifically concerning force feedback in the joystick.  

• Differences in functional ability between the participants probably 
contributed to a large variation in data.  

• The use of TLCmin as a measure of safety margin did not prove to be a very 
efficient measure to distinguish the tested differences in joystick design  

• Time based safety margin measures like TLC and TTC has probably a 
potential to be used in comparative evaluations of adaptive equipment for the 
primary control of the car but the concept has to be further developed  

• Reduction of time lags contributed to make it much easier to learn to drive 
compared to conventional joystick system  
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• Time lags in joystick systems should be made similar to what is found in 
conventional controls of standard car in order to facilitate learning and to 
decrease learning time  

• The results showed that there is a need to adapt the joystick individually 
specifically the feedback forces  

• The double lane change manoeuvre was found useful and should together 
with a brake in a curve manoeuvre be included in a practical adaptation 
evaluation test. 
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Pictures of adaptations installed in the participants own 
cars 
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